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Fine Arts Keeps Music,
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McCarren moved toward elimination,
saying that a lesser program was insuf-

The fate of the Theater program at
Georgetown is still undecided following a departmental ‘meeting of Fine

ficient.

received

by Tara McKelvey

2

HOYA

Following his resignation after the
1983-84 academic year, McCarren also
proposed moving his position from
Theater to Art History, creating a
3-to-1 faculty imbalance between the
two programs and, in effect, discontinuing the Theater program.

Assistant News Editor

Chairman

Murphy.
Murphy is also in favor of “freedom
of choice for students” and believes

Paul McCarren, S.J., originally proposed strengthening the Theater program and allocating a $3 million bud-

more students should voice their opin-

crats (CYD). The CYD club has lob-

ions concerning proposals to eliminate
undergraduate programs.

of eliminating the program entirely
resulted in a tie vote of the faculty

present.
Previously, the Fine Arts Department had voted 7-3 to continue the
Music Program. A similar vote on the
Theater program was expected but,
according to music professor Dr. Elaine

Rendler, “The problem is that each
program needs to know a little more
about the other before we are expected

to vote on its future.”
Fine Arts Department

Dr. Donn Murphy, Theater professor feels that "What we have is better
than nothing,” and supports any form
of Theater program at all. “If the
Theater program is eliminated, the

Theater

major

goes

with

it,” stated

Fine Arts’ Paul McCarren,

bied aggressively over the past few
weeks. to bring the debate to George-

S.J.

town.

GU Endowment Passes $100 Million

Campaign Ambitiously Nears Goal
by Megwin Finegan
HOY A Asst. News Editor

At the annual John Carroll Awards

Banquet

held Saturday

night in San

Francisco,
Georgetown
University
President Timothy S. Healy, S.J., announced that the University’s endowment fund had recently passed the
$100 million mark.
To a university which has long borne
the burden of a small endowment and

risen to the ranks of the most com-

petitive schools in the gountry despite

this disadvantage, Healy's announcement came as a most welgome revelation, one which indicates the new and
concerted effort on the school’s part
to change its financial standing.
As a member of the 30 college

Consortium on Financing Higher Education (composed of the most competitive schools in the U.S.) Georgetown
ranks sixth in respect to national distribution of students, ninth in selectivity and thirtieth by virtue of the size of
her endowment. Healy himself has

said jokingly, “We

are the most

un-

$29 million to the construction and
maintenance of facilities, and $15 million to support ongoing programs.
Endowment in turn is broken up
into three areas: unrestricted endowment, which gives the University
the flexibility to implement changes
without requiring major federal funding; student financial aid; and fac-

the final $115 million

goal. The first $38 million had already
been accumulated by the night of the
kick-off dinner May 6, 1982. At this
rate the Office of University Relations
anticipates the possibility of reaching
the goal before the December 1986
deadline.
At the heart of this so-far-successful

drive is a nationwide network of volunteers—alumni,

parents,

representa-

extent

compared

with

the

greatest

country while lagging far behind financially says much for the University

itself. But according to the administration, the time has come for a sub-stantial increase in endowment without
which the University will not be able

to continue to compete with the big
names.

Thus a five year capital campaign
was launched May 6, 1982. The largest
by more than 100% in the school’s
history, this campaign has set for itself
a goal of $115 million. What also
distinguishes this drive from previous
ones is the emphasis placed on the

raising
response

indicates

a rapidly

growing

to the efforts of the Devel-

administrators. William Gioielli, Director of Administration, noted, “For

to

be

corporations and foundations comprise
the other half.
An overall view of capital fund

opment

billion'dollars in endowment.
The fact that Georgetown has come
institutions of higher learning in the

account for 50% of the donations while

ulty support for such things as chairs,

tives of corporations and
tions—coordinating regional
tees and campaigns.
Says Jane Carey, Director
velopment Communications,
never organized a drive to

dercapitalized successful institution on
the Eastern Seabord.”
In comparison, Harvard,
another
Consortium member, has over one

and securities. According to the statistics of the breakdown of the $68
million already raised, individuals

and visiting professors. Because the
emphasis of the campaign is placed on
endowment and not on building, it has
been called a people campaign as is
opposed to a “bricks and mortar”
campaign.
To the present, $68 million has been

raised toward

and

we

hope

to

Office,

faculty,

deans

and

the last three years we have raised an
average of $20 million annually as is
opposed to the three years before that
when we raised an average of six million dollars annually.”
As the final stage of the five-year
campaign, a drive involving all alumni
will ask the latter to contribute a capital
gift in addition to their annual support.
As University President Healy stated,
“Of all acts of faith in the University, a
gift to its endowment is the most
profound.”

foundacommit-

by Jay Bohren

of De“We've
such an

Students will have only three days
off for midterm break this weekend, as

create

a

permanent national network of devoted people who are constantly
seeking new sources of income for
Georgetown.”
In their fund raising, the Development Office operates separately from
the Alumni House which is responsible
for annual giving. While the Alumni
House generally seeks yearly gifts of

$5,000 and less, the Development Office looks for what are usually! onetime gifts of $10,000 and up. These
large contributions come in varius
forms such as trusts, property, cash

Dartmouth College has told the
House Democratic Caucus that “we'd
be very happy to host the first or any
subsequent debates,” says Howard
Coffin. Associate News Service Director of Dartmouth College. However,
no student groups are lobbying Democrats or started to plan the event "as of
now.” says Coffin.
“We have a 50-50 chance of getting
the first debate,” says Magarian, “and

a much

HOYA

Staff Writer

opposed to the four day long weekend
of the past two years. The shorter
Columbus Day holiday this year coincides with the revived Homecoming,
as it will in future odd-numbered years.
University Provost J. Donald Freeze,
SJ., is in charge of the academic
calendar. He stated that the four-day
break (Saturday through Tuesday) was

an experiment tried after some faculty
members suggested a longer midterm
holiday was needed to give professors
and students breathing space.
A major problem cropped up because of the longer break, according

to Freeze. Students tended to extend

days off from four to five, six, and
even a week. The Provost's Office,
therefore, has decided to resume the
old schedule.
There will be no classes this Monday,
October 10. Next year the three-day
break will include Friday, October 12,
which will be Columbus Day.
The academic calendar, said Freeze,
is not permanently fixed, and experiments are sometimes tried. One problem with the tentative calendar is that
the long weekend will sometimes
coincide with Homecoming, as it does
this year. “The problem will come up
two more times—in 1985 and 1987,”
according to Kate Riahi of Alumni
House, who has been active in co-

ordinating Homecoming.
Members of the Student Entertain-

by Danny Eaton
HOYA

Mel

sets a record of a different kind.
Breaking the record set by the
- September 11, 1981 issue, this issue

of The HOYA contains the largest
advertising revenue total in the pare-

ceivable. This is over twice the
$2,250.00 in an average 12-page
issue.

At 18 pages, today's HOYA is
also the largest issue (including
supplements)

since

the paper

ex-

panded in 1976.
‘The HOYA

would like to thank

the people who really made it all
possible, the advertisers. Special
thanks go to long-time advertisers
such as Dixie Liquor, 1789, Chadwick’s, Georgetown Dining Services, University Center, the Alumni
Association, and all our numerous
advertisers.

Please patronize them for their
support—and enjoy today’s special

edition oi The HOYA.

Bell,

Committee

first Homecoming Issue in
a decade, today’s HOYA

$4,850.00

from

Healy,

ex-

who is lobbying on campus for the
debate, planned to speak with Healy
at the end of last week about signing
the letter. The endorsement of Manatt
“may be just icing on the cake,” said
Edes, “but it could also carry a lot of
weight, especially if there's any doubt
left on the deciding committee (about

GU).

will provide for the candidates’ receptions, a possible dinner, publicity
and other miscellaneous expenses.

At Sunday's Student Senate meeting,
Mike Towle of the Lecture Fund outlined several stipulations that will have
to be met before any approval of

Right-to-Lifers Picket High Court
Elsie Lewis of Georgetown's

Right=to-Life Committee joined the first

legal protest march outside the Supreme Court. The Court ruled in April

that the prohibition against picketing there violated the right of free speech
guaranteed by the First Amendment of the Constitution. The GU students
were part of the Mother's Memorial March protesting the 17 million
abortions they claim

have

occurred

since the 1973

decision

legalizing

abortion. Protests of this sort remain illegal if they are intended to influence
the judicial process.

Staff Writer

Main

Campus

Finance

Officer; informed the Main

Campus Finance Committee in a meeting this Wednesday that tuition will
rise “roughly 8%,” or $600. That represents a four point decrease from last
year's increase and a 10 point decrease
from two years ago.
The Main Campus Finance Committee (MCFC), in other business,
decided that there will be three subcommittees to do investigative work
into the areas of financial aid, academic compensation, and the library. This
action was taken in response to widespread concern that there would be no
subcommittees at all this year.
After much discussion, the committee decided that these subcommittes
were needed because of the consider-

able uncertainty in each of those budget areas. Academic compensation,
or faculty and support staff salaries,
are expected to go up by “at least
inflation plus 1 percent,” according to
Dr. Ron Rosier, chairman of the committee.
J. Donald Freeze, S.J., Provost of
the University, addressed the MCFC

and announced plans for a significant
structural

change

in

the

committee.

:

funds. First, the Lecture Fund will
have exclusive control of seating. Secondly,

the debate

will take place in

McDonough Gym and, finally, all sev-

Magarian also says that GU’s chances have increased since “we have one

of the few

proposals

with

financial

backing.” The Lecture Fund will give
an initial $2500 to cover expenses and
may add to that sum “if the organization (of the debate) runs smoothly
and more money is needed,” says
Lecture Fund Chairman Mike Towle.
The Lecture Fund and the College
Young Democrats negotiated certain
terms and agreed that they would both
sponsor the debate along with the
Philodemic Debating Society of GU.
Magarian explains that the funds

en Democratic presidential candidates
must attend. However, Towle acknowledges that the House Democratic
Caucus “has the final say” in deciding

whether the debate will take place in
McDonough Gym or Gaston Hall.
McDonough Gym seats approximately 5000 people and Towle says

the Lecture Fund will reserve at least
75% of the seats for the University
community. “Students will probably
get a majority,” of that percentae of
seats, says Towle.
The College Young Democrats will
distribute a few seats to the press,
campaign staff members and others.
The CYD chapter is planning a system
of color-coded tickets with, for ex-

ample, red tickets for students, white
tickets for faculty and administration
and blue tickets for others. “That will
ensure that the students will get their
share,” says Magarian. This process
“will be a major safeguard against one
person somehow getting a lot of tickets
and giving them all to faculty members
(or whomever),” says Magarian.

The College Young Democrats will
also seek funding for the debate from
other sources. Magarian says there are

several political action committees
working with the Glenn and Mondale
campaigns which he's “confident we
can get money from,” Kathy McShea,
Chairman of the Washington, DC Fed-

=

eration of College Democrats, says the
club may also sell advertising for pro-

grams distributed at the event. Finally,
proceeds from television stations buy-

ing rights to film the debate will also
go

Ed Magarian

into

this

fund

to

cover

general

expenses.

ment Commission, which runs the
Homecoming Dance, were originally
opposed to the Homecoming Committee’s decision to hold the event on
long weekend because so many students return home during the holiday.
However,

made

up

the committee,

of

students,

which

alumni,

is

and

administrators, decided on this week-

end because a date change would have
made it impossible to play either
Fordham or Johns Hopkins, who are
being established as the traditional
opponents. The football team will play
against Fordham in odd-numbered
years, and this game will continue to
fall on long weekends.

There is a possibility that students
and alumni will make an effort to
avoid date conflicts in the future. Phil

Inglima (CAS ’84), who served on the
Homecoming Committee, said “we're

talking to the Provost's Office because
we think it's worth rescheduling either
the football game or the three day
weekend” to avoid problems in the
future.
Freeze stated that many other suggestions involving changes in the academic calendar have been made by
faculty. These include extending the

number of class days per week from
five to six to shorten semesters, begin-

ning

classes

after

Labor

Day,

and

extending the fall semester into January. One major change in the calendar
this year is the lengthened Christmas
break. Exams ended December 22 and
classes begin January 18, one week
later than usual.

Tuition May Rise Just 8%

Set Ad Record

history—over

letter

better chance of having the

second or third one here.”
Endorsements from presidential contenders Walter Mondale and John
Glenn as well as other highly-placed
Democrats for GU have also focused a
great deal of attention on Georgetown
as a prime location for a debate.
Last week, the College Young Democrats had agreed with the office of University President Timothy S. Healy,
S.J., to send out letters with Healy's
signature to influential Democrats offering GU as a debate site, but the letters were never sent. The support of
the administration “has been very disappointing,” says Magarian.
Charles Manatt, Chairman of the
Democratic . National
Committee,
promised to show support for GU if he

HOYA Revenues

per’s

this

Homecoming to Fallon Long Weekend in Odd Years

endowment. Of the $115 million, $71
million will be devoted to endowment,

The
nearly

Friday, October 7, 1983

plains Magarian. Bart Edes (CAS '84),

After much delay, the House Democratic Caucus will announce within
five days whether or not GU will host
the first Democratic presidential debates.
The candidates’ first debate will take
place in less than three weeks, while
the series of five remaining debates
continues through December, 1983.
The Caucus has most likely narrowed
down the thousands of contenders for
the first debate to two main choices—
GU and Dartmouth College, according
to Ed Magarian, President of the GU
chapter of the College Young Demo-

Arts faculty this week. The question

Staff Offices
625-4554

D.C.

Decision on Upcoming Debate

get. This proposal was rejected and

Staff Writer

WASHINGTON,

House Democratic Caucus Nears

Theater Fate Unknown
by Skip Horne

Football Analysis
Sports, page 18

He said,
. the role of the MCFC
hasd
aed radically over a period
of years. This is understandable insofar
as (it) must analyze and make recommendations on less and less each year.”
Because of this problem, Freeze recommended that the committee propose
specifics for “a special committee that
will do the [financial and non-financial |
integrating all of the various areas,”
including academics. The area of academics is not now under the purview

of the MCFC.
Dr Richard Blanquet of the Biology

Department, asked if the recommendations of the proposed committee “will
have any teeth.” Freeze responded that
“it would be in the same catagory as
the faculty rank and tenure committee.’
The rank and tenure committee,

SES Official
Herz Dies |

composed of senior faculty members,
‘recommends faculty members for tenure consideration by the President of
the University.
When asked to give his reelings on

the meeting,

Ron

Albert (SBA '85),

student member of the committee,
said "I'm pleased at the way this
meeting went. ... There is a good

chance that we will get full financial
need and have an extremely reasonable

tuition increase. The age of ridiculous
tuition increases is over.”

Ambassador Martin F. Herz, Director of Georgetown's Institute for the

Study of Diplomacy, died Tuesday
evening after a long battle with cancer. Before working with the School
of Foreign Service, he had served
as U.S. Ambassador to Bulgaria, the
culmination of a long career with
the State Department. A memorial
service will be held Oct. 14at 12:15
in Dahlgren Chapel. .

%

¢
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"HOYA News Briefs

Pell Hosts

RI Students

GUPdate: Nine Sent to Adjudication
Protective

hg

iB

‘weekend nine students will be going
through adjudication proceedings.
Three students threw water balloons

:

from the first floor of New North onto
the walkway below. One landed on the

8
at

His fall was
was walking

Two residents of New North will be
adjudicated for violation of University

below. The male student was injured
in the fall and both were taken to the
GU Hospital emergency room. Two of
the male students roommates removed
telephones from the hospital in protest

fire safety regulations. The male resi-

Village
broken

occurred

their roommate received. DC Metropolitan police and GUPS officers went
to the students’ apartment and recovered the missing phone. The pair

Thursday,

September

29 at

3:28 p.m.
Friday evening a bottle thrown out
of a window in Harbin barely missed a
GUPS officer. Two students were in
the room at the time, but only one will

caught in the telephone
‘be adjudicated.

Saturday evening a student slipped
sliding down

a bannister

will

about 4:00 p.m. on September 18.

Law Dinner-Dance that evening.
Keynote speaker for the evening is
Rep. Peter Rodino, Jr. (D—NI), Chair-

Alumni Weekend on October 13-17,
1983. Included in this year’s weekend
is the Fourth Annual Thomas F. Ryan

Diplomacy’s symposium on the role
of ambassadors failed to name one

|

of the panelists. Lawrence Silberman, former ambassador to Yugo-

slavia and former Secretary of
Labor, also attended the symposium.

man of the House Judiciary Committee. The evening's festivities will also

Lecture, featuring the Honorable Ste-

involve a ceremony honoring Sherman

phen

G. Breyer, U.S. Court of Ap-

peals

judge,

the

L. Cohn, Frank J. Dugan, and Adrian
S. Fisher with the Award for Univer-

legislative veto. Highlights of the weekend will include a seminar with Rep.

sity Service. Other events will be the
gorup swearing-in of 62 alumni to the

Bill

Supreme Court Bar on Monday.

who

Alexander

will

speak

(D—AR),

on

Majority

—by

Whip, on Saturday, followed by the

Kate Wilson

The Lecture Fund will sponsor an
address by Maciej Oltarzewski, the
former financial and legal advisor to
Lech Walesa and the Polish labor
union Solidarity. The speech will take
place this Wednesday in Gaston Hall
at 8:00 p.m. Oltarzewski left Poland
and is now a practicing attorney in the
United States. Admission is free and
open to all.
John Irving, author of The World

£

According to Garp and The Hotel
New Hampshire, will read from his
novel-in-progress at Mount Vernon

DEC 3, '83 LSAT:

MARCH

College, also on Wednesday. The read-

OCT 26, '83
OCT 29, '83

3, ’84 LSAT:

ing, which will take place at 7:15 p.m.,
is free and open to the public. Mount
Vernon is located on Foxhall Road,
just a GUTS bus ride away.

JAN 30, '84
FEB 4, 84

IS

1.2
1

_JON ELLINGSON, ESQ.
ie

pr

ie

ol

CALL:
amr

The

University.

Approximately 300 students and fac-

Both lectures will begin at 4:00 in
the ICC Auditorium. Tickets are available in the Deans’ office.

ulty members attended a lecture by
Gary Wills Thursday afternoon in the

:

1

Northwestern University, is the author
“Nixon

Agonistes,”

“Inventing

America,” and “Explaining America.”
presented original material on
the topic “Growing Up American,”
chosen by the American Studies program as the theme of a three-part
lecture series.
Dean Hubert Cloke of the College
of Arts and Sciences said the series’
rationale was to “try to get people
from distinct, different backgrounds”
to comment on some dominant aspect

WORD

|
i

Rs

Be

a

Sr

Office of Campus

cording to LaVeccia, through the GU

;

their Mass for the gay community.
Students from the GU Law Center,

Antioch School of Law, George Washington, and Gallaudet College came for

Vigil to be held to-

berry explained. A 1981 graduate of

about the potluck,”

said GPGU

co-

chair Beth Wilson (CAS '84) “was the

really serious sense of community. We
were all sort of family, stuck in the same

situation.” Wilson commented that
GPGU plans to join students from
other area colleges at the march.
The candlelight vigil is intended to

Rights

University Law CenCenter,

draw public attention to the plight of

Hockenberry said there is "a sense of
urgency” as AIDS victims become
“virtual lepers in society.” He then
told the crowd of the damaging psy-

AIDS victims and to push Congress
for increased approriations for research
to provide a cure for the ailment which

has

chological effects the disease had had

homosexual men; in"the past four years.

:

rr

the city-wide dinner, and members of
Gay People of Georgetown University
(GPGU) were also present.
“The thing that really struck me

ter and former president of the Gay

the Georgetown

:
|

Ministries. Dignity,

an association of gay Catholics, similarly rents St. William's Chapel in
Copley Hall every Sunday evening for

morrow on the Ellipse across from the
White House, in downtown D.C.
Several persons with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome were at
the potluck, and the event was also
meant to show support for persons who
had contracted the disease, Hocken-

:

(Offer good until November 15, 1983)

tation in renting the dining hall for the

The organizers were pleased that
$800 to $900 was raised by the affair,
although they had hoped for "a much

the Candlelight

i

=

to

dinner. The facility was reserved, ac-

to Tony LaVeccia, who was in charge
of logistics for the event.
- During the dinner, Clint Hockenberry, coordinator for the National
AIDS Vigil Commission, addressed the
group and gave them a brief update on

i1

PROCESSING

opportunity

in the New South Dining Hall.

larger turnout of about 300” according

27. Professor Deloria, an American
Indian, is the author of Custer Died
for Your Sins and God is Red. The
aS

Contributing Editor

Over 150 persons turned out for a
potluck dinner and fundraiser for the
National AIDS Vigil Saturday evening

versity of Arizona at Tucson will continue the series on Thursday, October

2025 Eye Street, N.W., Suite 105

on

HOYA

of the culture.
Professor Vire Deloria of the Uni-

SEE

is an

on one victim who had gone for several
months without any physical contact
with another person.
Tony LaVeccia commented that the
University had not shown any hesi-

by Mitchell Wood

He

a

cookout

AIDS Benefit Held at GU

American culture and public policy at
of

on the corner of

meet other Rhode Islanders in the
Washington, D.C. area: students from
Georgetown and other universities,
interns, and an array of federal government workers. For many years prominent Rhode Islanders have attended,
mingling quietly among the laughter
of the guests and, the sizzling burgers.

a lecture by Robert Coles of Harvard

Arts Editor

$5.00 OFF
(TO NEW CUSTOMERS)
ON YOUR TYPING JOB OF $20 OR MORE

|
1
I ky

* OVER 7 YEARS TEACHING
EXPERIENCE

ot

HOYA

at his elegant home

35th and Prospect Streets.
No one know how Rhode Islanders
find out about the affair, since it is not
publicized. Maybe it is an intuition,
but a simpler theory is that the smoke

series will conclude November 9 with

by Scott Peeples

“Bubbler,” “packy,” “ice cream cabinet,” “grinder”... Rhode Island. The
dialect of the smallest state in the
Union could be observed in fine form
at Senator Claiborn’s Pell's (D-R.1.)
annual cookout, held on September 23

signals from the grill lure them from
from all over D.C.

Wills Delivers ICC Speech

Call: 466-TYPE

i 9

e TUITION THAT WON'T SEND YOU
INTO BANKRUPTCY $150

921-9683

Senator Pell with GU students from Rhode Island.

(SECOND DOOR TO YOUR RIGHT)

i O

TEST CONDITIONS

A

TYPING

ACE

|S

e A CONCENTRATED ANALYSIS OF
THE REVISED LSAT AND THE TESTTAKING SKILLS NECESSARY TO
YOUR SUCCESS
e 28 HOURS
OF INTENSIVE INSTRUCTION
AND
SIMULATED

A

-

i $

LSAT REVIEW COURSE
i

vo

ICC auditorium. Wills, a professor of

[Lectures This Week

BUT

HOYA Photo Editor

was purloined. The students were upstairs in their townhouse when they
heard noises. The theft occurred at

The Georgetown University Law
Center will host its third annual Law

by a

In last week's HOY A, an article
about the Institute for the Study of

2

by Cristina Del Sesto

Law Alum Weekend Upcoming

be adjudicated.
* while

removal

at His Home

dents of first New North found a pair
of men’s underwear on the floor, ignited it and then kicked it down the
stars.
An off-campus burglarly in an N
Street townhouse occupied by female
students was broken into and a purse

of the poor treatment which they felt

head of a female student and caused
her “severe anguish.” The incident

:
hex
§
i
H

A Apartment.
by a girl who

Coalition

of the Law

killed

over

1500

people,

most

———

University

Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

Georgetown

Services report that as the result of
incidents on campus during the past

™

Friday, October 7, 1983
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Grand Opening... Caverna Italiana
Rigatoni Siciliano

$12.85

Baked with cheese, sausages, special herbs.

Combination Romano

38.65
Baked with parmesan and ar -7 cheese, tomato sauce and butter.

$12.85

Veal dipped in a batter of egg, parsley flakes and parmesan cheese,
cooked in butter and olive oil.

Pan fried prime sirloin of beef tipped with a sauce of garlic, tomatoes,

For one.

oregano and parmesan cheese.

$2.50
With mushrooms and cheese.

$4.50

— ALFREDO —
Sausage, Proscuito, Parmesan, Light Cream
and Herb Sauce.

Our homemade sausages with fresh green peppers.

(Hot). A warm generous portion of shrimp with olive oil and lemon,
roasted peppers with anchovies, melted cheese, clams a la Marques
(clams stuffed with crabmeat baked to perfection), egg plant a la
parmigiana, tender bits of Italian sausage and mushrooms. Serves two.

Served with choice of broccoli or spinach.

Sausaged Green Peppers
$7.85

TERT

$8.66

Antipasto a la Caverna

$10.26

$12.
Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

— CARBONARA —

#4

Bacon, Eggs, Garlic and Herb Sauce.

$7.85

———

Children’s Portion

On the half shell (in season).

Spaghetti W/Tomato Sauce. ................. $2.65

33.25

Spaghetti W/Sausage

Fried Shrimp...

Steamed Clams

Fried Chicken 7...

$

King Crab Claws

....................... $2.75

0 0. oo
Tal

$5.26

dy ciis wre a din ti

$4.50

— All above orders served with Italian Bread. —

White or red sauce.

=

(Under 12)
Spaghetti W/Meat Sauce .................... $2.66

Clams

S-

Seafood Scampi

:
A spectacular light chicken dish prepared by our chef, Marques.
with
Boned breast of chicken dipped in lightly seasoned egg and flour batter, topped
sliced provoline cheese and broiled in wine and lemon juice.

38.95

Chicken Saltimbocca

Escargot Champignon

and

$3.75

Oysters on '%4 Shell
$3.25

Eggplant Parmesan

Caverna’s Rice

$6.50

$1.75

Broccoli, Spinach & Mushrooms
AMERICAN STYLE
Sauteed in butter

$6.95

Minestrone
Caverna’s homemade Italian vegetable soup.

82.25

$8.95

Jumbo shrimp rolled in veal and sauteed in butter, wine, lemon herbs. and peppers.
Served with broccoli.
\

Shrimp Scampi
and lots of garlic.
Sauteed in butter, fresh lemon juice, white wine,

Served with rice.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

$11.96

Chicken Mafiosa

Single Side Orders

98.95
Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

Shrimp Caesar
$13.95

Chicken Cacciatora

browned
(Red or white sauce). Chicken “hunter's style”. Seasoned serving pieces of
chicken simmered with green peppers, onion, garlic, tomatoes, and mushrooms.

salt
Serving pieces of browned chicken simmered with garlic, black pepper,
and beef broth.

American or Italian Style.

Onion Soup

Served wtih Spaghetti in above sauce.

and
Two breasts of chicken tenderized, a touch of sage and layered in proscuitto,
mozzarella cheese sauteed in a butter wine sauce with broccoli braised in!

$6.96

Spinach.
oh
i
Mushroomna. .
tn Ann
Broecoll ies x oo a CR Re

Topped with melted cheese.

$8.96

Chicken a la Marques

$8.95

ITALIAN STYLE
Sauteed in olive oil, garlic and herbs.

Flounder Francese
Dipped in a light egg batter and pan browned in a
delicate wine and lemon sauce.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

Oysters

Flounder Broiled
Served with choice of broccoli or spinach.

$8.95

$3.85

$13.96
8.

a

lla cheese,
and
ito,
Tender breast of chick
simmered in a brown sauce of marsala wine and onions.

Escargot baked in our delicious buttered chalot sauce
and served in the shell.

:

crab claws sauteed in butter, garlic and white wine. Served with broccoli.

Lightly broiled in lemon and wine.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

$6.50

:

shrimp.
A tantalizing combination of delicate clams, baby lobster tail. tender

Chicken Francese

OTR

Spinach Salad

Fettuccini

$10.26
Served with spaghetti in above sauce.

Veal a la Marques

Beef Pizzaiola

Caesar Salad

rT

Veal Francese
in a zesty wine and lemon sauce.

CT PTT TAT

$5.25

$10.95
Served with Spaghetti.
Tempting filets of veal, dipped in a light egg batter and pan browned

Veal, beef, shrimp simmered to perfection in a lively sauce of tomatoes, chicken
broth and grated parmesan cheese. Served with Rigatoni and spinach.

Rigatoni Marques

Shrimp Cocktail

Tender sirloin steak rolled and stuffed with proscuitto, mushrooms and mozzarella
cheese. Sauteed in Marsala Wine. Served with spaghetti.

TT

Tender shrimp and anchovies with crisp garden vegetables and melon in season.
Served with fresh lemon and olive oil dressing.
8)

: Tender veal sauteed in butter, onions, mushroom and green peppers
and Marsala wine,

TART
RE TYR

$4.25

Mediterranean Salad

Veal Scalloppini

$13.96

Beef Bracciotini

TR

$6.66
$6.26
35.26

Delicate escargot and pearl onions sauteed with chalots, herbs and
served in a light wine sauce.

$11.26

Filet Mignon
Served with mushrooms, broccoli and parisian potatoes.

‘

Shrimp Margarita

in a grand marnier
Louisana Gulf shrimp dipped in egg. served
orange sauce with broccoli.

$13.95

Shrimp Fra Diavolo

ees fot dra sy $2.25
a
AUN 32.25
i diel sles vias

In a spicy marinara sauce.

$11.95

Vegetable of the DAY ....................cceeunnn. 2.25

a]

Escargot Onion Pearl

A

i

Linguini

Hence, the name Saltimbocca.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

Garlic Bread

Lobster Fra Diavolo

Fresh homemade, serves two.

31.25

In a spicy marinara sauce.

Soup of the Day

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

a

;

4.50

$11.25
Served with spaghetti in above sauce.

3287% M Street

RSENS

bling

Baked on half-shell, topped with Casino butter and bacon.

$16.95

$2.25

Veal Parmigiana
Generous serving of breaded veal cutlet topped with
mozzarella cheese and tomato sauce.

$8.95

Lasagna

3

Steak n’ Such

Wide strips of homemade pasta, baked in five layers, and filled with

Choice New York Cut steak, served with shrimp sauteed in butter, white wine and

$5.25

$11.25

mozzarella cheese, ground beef, and ricotta cheese.

Cannelloni

Rolled homemade pasta stuffed with delicious meat filling and cheese.

5.

Manicotti
Rolled homemade pasta stuffed with ricotta cheese and
special seasonings.

$5.25

the perfect combination of herbs and spices. Served with broccoli.

Prime Sirloin
Our steaks compare with those of the best steak house.

$11.85
Served with parisian potatoes.

Served with Spaghetti in above sauce.

Veal (Picatto)
Tender veal served with broccoli and mushrooms.

Veal Bella Boca
Proscuitto ham and mozzarella cheese drenched with garlic butter, stuffed between

two veal cutlets and sauted in wine sauce. Served with fresh broccoli,
and Parisian potatoes.

$12.96

Veal Cutlet & Spaghetti
$8.95

Georgetown
Washington, D.C.

(202) 337-2835

ETA

So

Saitimbocca a la Luigi’s

and
lla cheese
sandwiched and
d to
Tender veal slices, p
perfection in a brown sauce of Marsala wine and onions. A combination of flavors
so tempting that, according to legend, it jumps into your mouth,

ET

X

Beef Matriciana
A unique Italian steak dish, featuring a well-trimmed prime sirloin sauteed with
bacon, onions, white wine and chicken broth, topped with parmesan cheese
and parsley flakes.
t

A

Clams Casino
E

;
34.25
34.25
$4.25
$84.25

ER SR RTA

Spaghetti or Rigatoni
POMBO BAO «i.
irons unnrsinin
Meat Saude... nn
MestBalls ..................
000 ni
Italian Sausage .................coeeneninnn

Fund

commenced

its

living in

the participation of 17,000 graduates,
according to Marc Newman (SBA '83),
Assistant Director of the Alumni Fund.

Volunteer callers from among GU
students, faculty, and alumni have
begun contacting graduates with re-

As a specific example, the D.C. area
phonothon last year attracted 343
volunteers, acquired 2615 pledges, and
raised $184,708 for the University.

phonothon

aimed

at alumni

the D.C. area.

with a

,

quests for donations; which will go to
the alumnus’s own school’s general operating funds. These volunteers will be
calling during the next two months,
beginning with the College of Arts and

Sciences, October 3-4 and 10-12, and
ending with the Graduate School on
November 28-29.
The ‘brochure for these campaigns.
entitled A Call for Georgetown”, declares that “the: Alumni Annual Fund.
is a vitally needed source of revenue,
which helps Georgetown meet everincreasing costs of providing an edu-

cation.” The D.C. area effort leads off
a group of similar regional programs
this autumn. There is also a spring

campaign, considered the “national”
effort: because of its use of longdistance dialing.

On an overall basis last year, the
Alumni ‘Fund raised $2.16 million
through 15,000 successful contacts with

Air Lines Flight 007, is beginning

a

series of fund-raising activities.
The Student Government-sponsored
commission consists of SG President
Flip Casper, Loc's former roommate

Stressing a preference for smaller,
more ‘numerous donations, Newman

gave an insight into this part of the
University’s financial well-being: "We
think that the participation level is the

Keith

most important thing, It's good for
alumni to keep in contact with the
University, no matter how small or
large the donation.”

Related to the striving for higher
participation levels is the need for

Marc Newman

calling volunteers. University faculty
receive personalized letters from their
deans, requesting participation in the

to compare what Georgetown is today,
with what it was when they were

phonothon. Recent graduates and past
volunteers also are ‘the objects of

is so vital.”

recruitment. Each school’s Academic
Council is responsible for providing
student volunteers to persuade the
alumni, and these students are espe-

Quin

The commission working to establish
a scholarship fund in memory of Loc
Huu Dang (SES '86), the Georgetown
undergraduate who was aboard Korean

Ciotta

Alumni

* fund-raising ‘year on. Monday

at Phonothon

students. That's why student support

Martin,

Student

Evert, John Mini, Steve
Quin Hillyer.

students will be able to give money for

peace and understanding.

by John Ballinghoff
HOYA Staff Writer

by Kevin

ra

I
=
<

Ee

HOY A Staff Writer

The

a
z

Fundraising Activities Begin

alumni donors, exceeding the present
goal of $2 million. This year’s campaign
seeks to raise $2.35 million and attain

by Dennis Horgan

The HOYA, Page 3
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Loc Huu Dang Memorial

Annual D.C. Phonothon

»

%

* Alumni Fund Starts

Photo

i

Senator

Paul

Sledzik, and

Loc was traveling to Taiwan *. .. to
(reach) for human understanding—
between races, nationalities, and traditional prejudices,” according to his
study abroad application. He left his
native Vietnam during the’ fall of Sai-

gon in 1975. His experiences there
helped foster his desire to promote

Hillyer,

a member

of the

the cause. Another idea is the placing

committee to establish the fund, stated,
“Our purpose is to create the best
scholarship we can which will best
exemplify the goals that Loc had.”
The scholarship which the committee hopes to establish will go to an
incoming freshman with a demonstrated interest in Southeast Asian affairs.
Special consideration will be given to

of change cans in places such as Saxa
Sundries, Vital Vittles, and various
other locations throughout campus.
Those wishing to donate money and
checks will also be able to drop them
off at the student government office.
The committee is currently solicit-

Asian refugees. The scholarship will

be based on both merit and need. An
initial fund of $50,000 must be raised
to make the $2,500 scholarship selfperpetuating.
To raise this sum of money many
fund raising activities are being plan-

ned, but without the generosity of the
students none of these goals may actually be realized. One fund-raising
campaign will be a table set up outside

of the New South cafeteria at which

ing other groups to set up a’ joint
dance which will also raise money for
the scholarship fund.
Last Monday Rajeev Singh-Molares,

chairman of the Board of the 315
member International Relationship Association Inc., presented the commission with a check for one dollar for
every member of the club to get the
fund raising off to a good start. Also,
the commission is actively seeking
donations from various other organizations on campus.and national corporations and foundations.
/

Each phonothon begins at 6:00 p.m.
with

an

hour

of

light

snacks,

soda,

sandwiches, and beer. Calling begins
at 7:00 p.m. and ends at 9:00 p.m.
Those wishing to participate may con-

cially effective in soliciting donations.

tact Marc Newman at 625-4016, or in-

“Alumni love to talk to students,”
said Newman, "because it allows them

quire

at the

Alumni

House

on

36th

and “O” Streets.

Jesuit Nuclear Journal Established
by David Appell
HOYA

Staff Writer

some waves outside the student community. Mikulich notes that the Jesuit
Student Forum has been contacted by

arms.

The

idea, he says,

intellectually with different arguments”

the presidential campaign

for or against present nuclear weapons
policy and nuclear strategy.
The journal will not, he maintains,
take a stance itself on the issue, but

cratic hopeful Senator Alan Cranston
(D—Cal.), who has made support for
arms control and the nuclear freeze
movement a central issue in his bid for
his party’s nomination, with a request
to be permitted to write an introduc-

For the first time, students across
the country will be able to directly
voice their positions in the on-going
nuclear arms debate in a publication
designed especially for this purpose.
Arms and Voices, as the journal will

rather will present

‘be‘entitled, is the project of a recentlyestablished nationwide network called

viewpoints in a manner conducive to
reflection and debate. Mikulich feels

the: Jesuit Student Forum on Nuclear
Awareness. At present, contributions
of art, photography, cartoons, essays,
and poetry are being solicited for its
pages from twenty-one Jesuit colleges

that “students have a unique role in
the national debate” on the problems

around

the United

States, including

Georgetown University. In addition,
Georgetown is one of four Jesuit institutions that have been directly sponsor-

x

is

to encourage a “dialectic” whereby
“students can challenge each other

of nuclear

ing the new journal. The other three.
are Holy Cross College, Boston College, and Fordham University.
The Jesuit Student Forum and its
publication were conceived by students
at Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts. According to organizer Alex
Mikulich, a senior at Holy Cross,Arms
and Voices seeks to invite students to
think seriously about the sensitive issue

a wide

range

of

posed by the existence of weapons of

mass destruction.
College of Arts and Sciences Dean
Royden B. Davis, S.J., on the other
hand, says he doubts that Arms and
Voices will have any appreciable impact on this debate; nevertheless when
contacted by the Jesuit Student Forum
last spring, he agreed to contribute
$1,000 in CAS funds toward the project because he felt it worthwhile to
encourage students to “apply their
creativity” to pondering and expressing

themselves on a matter of far-reaching
national and international importance.

Arms
have

and

the

Voices

potential

does,

however,

to make. at

least

of Demo-

tory statement for the publication.
Mikulich says he would like to see
more such commentary from national
political figures, incorporating conservative as well as liberal viewpoints
There also has been some media atten-

tion; Newsweek magazine has offered
coverage of the journal's appearance,
providing its editorial staff finds the
result of sufficient interest.
There has been considerable student
interest in the project at the Jesuit
institutions contacted, and thus far
some two dozen articles and essays

have

been

submitted

to

the

Jesuit

The Board of Editors cordially invites all
alumni staffers, editors, and plain hangers-on

to return once again to Copley Basement. . . .

Student Forum
for consideration.
Asked whether there would be any
attempt to achieve a balance between
contributions from the various colleges.
continued on page 0
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Alumni Reception

ET

Friday, October 7:
FRET,

HOMECOMING

WELCOME

pm, Copley Crypt. Sponsored by Campus

RECEPTION:

7:30 pm to 9:30 pm, Open to alumni, stu-

dents, faculty, and staff. ICC. Galleria.

fa

Gospel Choir Rehearsal. 6:30 pm, Dahlgren
Crypt. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

TR
SRR
ER

lower playing field near McDonough Gym.

RT

Everyone is welcome.
BASEBALL GAME: 10:30 am-Until. Georgetown
vs. Coppin State Eagles from Baltimore. Admis-

RET

sion free. Baseball field, behind Harbin.
HOMECOMING GAME: 1:00 pm-Until. George-

eri

town vs. Fordham. Beer and food for sale.
Tickets: $4/adult, $2/student, $2/child.

POST-GAME VICTORY CELEBRATION: Parking Lot 1A. Refreshments available.

HOMECOMING DANCE: 9:00 pm to 2:00 am.
McDonough Arena. Semi-Formal. Tickets: $18/
couple, $10/single, available at the SEC Box

Office (Healy Basement) or at the door. Alumni,
students, faculty and staff are welcome:

Lecture. 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm. Sponsored by the
Organization of Arab Students.

Sunday, October 9:

me

Se,

RAR,

er

DINNER
Seven nites a week 5:00-12:00
featuring nightly dinner special

COCKTAILS
Every day and night till 2:00, weekends
'til 3:00.

Cocklail Hour with reduced prices 4-7
Monday-Friday at our second floor bar.

BRUNCH

DANCING
Every Friday & Saturday night 9:00 ‘til

Sundays 10:30-3:00

closing and Sundays 10:00 til closing.

1218 WISCONSIN AVENUE
i
GEORGETOWN

required 1st day.

Wednesday, October 12:
formational Meeting, Wed., Oct. 12, at 7:00 pm.

5K RACE:

10:00 am. Register at Alumni House or on

LUNCH
Monday-Saturday 11:30-4:30

pm, outside library lower level plaza. G.U. ID

CIPRA
— Internships in Refugee Assistance. In-

Saturday, October 8:
FIRST ANNUAL HOMECOMING

Ministry.
Lauinger Library Booksale. 10:00 am to 4:00

MASS-DAHLGREN CHAPEL of the SACRED
HEART. Scheduled times are 9:45 am, 11:00

am, and 12:15 pm.
Catholic Inquiry. 10:45 am, Healy 108. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

Tuesday, October 11:
East Campus Dorm Seminar. A short slide/talk
presentation on the abortion issue with questions/discussion afterward. 8:00 pm, Nevils
Community Room. Sponsored by G.U. Right
to Life.

“The Volatile Middle East: A Journalist's
Analysis”. 8:00 pm, Room 115 ICC. Sponsored by G.U. Israel Cultural Club.
Theatre Reviews with Tony LoPresti: WROX
7:10 pm.

Tonight: Troilus and Cressida from the Folger
Theatre. Sports Spotlight WROX-690 AM with
Jimmy Riggs and David Rhode. Special Guest:
G.U. Athletic Director Frank Rienzo. All calls
welcome at 625-6464. 8:00 pm.
Divine Christian Orthodox Services. 5:30-6:30)

Sociology Dept. Conference Room (Copley
Basement).
Mid-Day Arts Series. G.U. Dance Theatre. Arts

Coordinator's Office. 12:15-1:00 pm. Copley
Lawn. Rainsite: Gaston Hall. FREE!!!

SACRAMENT OF PENANCE
— Campus Ministry. 11:30 am. till Noon. Dahlgren Chapel.
New North Dorm Seminar. G.U. Right to Life.

-

A short slide/talk presentation. 8:00 pm. 1st
New North Lounge.
Office of International Programs Forum. Focusing on China. Wed., Oct. 12, from 4:00-5:00

pm. ICC 550.

Thursday October 12:

:

SACRAMENT OF PENANCE. 12:40-1:15 pm
and 4:30-5:00 pm in Dahlgren Chapel.
Protestant Choir Rehearsal, Campus Ministry.
Thurs., Oct. 13, at 8:00 pm. Dahlgren Crypt.

Harbin Dorm Seminar. G.U. Right to Life. A
short slide/talk presentation on the abortion
issue. 8:00 pm. 9th Floor Lounge.
“The 60’s Counter-Culture and the Writing His-

tory”. Professor Marcus Rediker. History
Majors Association. WGR

202. No time given.

“Oktoberfit” Hoya Health Fitness Assessment
Fair: Hoya Health. 4:00 pm-10:00 pm. Yates
Field House.

Friday, October 14:
Business Weekend/Parents Weekend. SBA.

Business Weekend Ball. Key Bridge Marriott
Hotel. 9:00 pm-2:00 am. $10.00 per person.

Saturday, October 15:
Business Weekend/Parents Weekend. Keynote
Address— Business Leader of the Year. Mr.
William McGowan, Chief Executive Officer of

MCI Communications Corporation. 11:0012:15 am in Gaston Hall.
Business Weekend/Parents Weekend. Business

Weekend
—

Seminars given by Business School

Parents. 9.30 1030 pn

ICC.
\
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Dates Arranged on

F ranklin & Marshall Students
Accused in Attack

ROX DJ's Show Today

by Danny
by Andree Dumermuth
HOY A

WROX

Radio,

station

on

dating

service

690

Homecoming
According

(CAS

'84)

Staff Writer

on

the

AM,

campus

for tomorrow
Dance.
to Martha

whose

radio

is sponsoring

a

night's

Gallagher

12 - 3 Friday

afternoon show the match-up service
airs. "It is an ideal way for a group of

people, say roommates, to get dates
and go together as a group to Homecoming.”
The interested student may call
today from 12 - 3, (if he or she did not
call last Friday when the service started) giving his name, phone number, a
description of himself (his interests,
e.g., enjoys dancing, is an extrovert,
etc.), and what his, preferences are
regarding his date. This information is
compiled by WROX staff members
and compatible persons are matchedup and phone numbers exchanged.
Details are to be worked out be-

tween the two. If students are unable

to call in during the Gallagher Show,
they may leave a message, name and
number on the WROX bulletin board
in Copley Basement.
Based on WROX information, this
type of dating service is a first at
Georgetown - University.
Formerly,
there was a radio talk-in service, but
no match-ups were made. The idea for
the dating service originated because
of a need for a “tensionless” way of
getting a date to a major campus event
such as Homecoming, according to
Mary Beth Bologna (SES '84), who
worked with Gallagher to make the
service feasible.
Bologna added that it should par-

ticularly appeal to underclassmen who
may want to attend such events as
Homecoming
alone.

but

don’t

want

to

go

Mark McCauliffe (SBA '84) a resi-

=
Po
2
£
a

Senators and students at Sunday's SG

Meeting

Senate OKs ‘Quota’ Resolution

dent assistant on third St. Mary's, was
assaulted Saturday night by a group of
three non-Georgetown students, one
of whom was a Franklin and Marshall
football player. The incident happened
at 12:30 a.m. in front of Healy Circile
while McCauliffe was with friends.
The GU football team had lost to
Franklin and Marshall earlier in the
day.

According to

| News Meetings Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

by Mark Loftis
HOY A

Staff

Writer

The Student Senate, after a long
and heated debate, approved 6-5 Sunday night a resolution opposing the
“Catholic quota” proposed by University Provost J. Donald Freeze, S.J.
The resolution was by far the most
controversial issue of the evening.

T

Interested in working on

Introduced by Senator Todd Haskell
(SES '84) and co-sponsored by Senator
Paul Evert (SES '86), it reads in part,
“The Georgetown University Student
Senate urges that the principle of
admissions regardless of religion continue,” and that the senate “opposes
and advises against all quotas based on
religious background.”
The debate involved not only the
Senators, but also many others present
at the meeting. Haskell, in introducing
the resolution, said, "By saying there

are too few Catholics at the Univer4

sity, then you are saying there are too
‘many Protestants, Jews, etc.” Evert
expressed a fear that the quota would
eventually lead to a completely Catholic student body at GU.

SENIOR WEEK
and Other Senior Class Committee
Activities?

Sign Up in the
University Center Office
In Healy Basement

625-6668

Georgetown

mented

would

Evert,

“but

“In that respect

be unique,”

com-

it is a kind

of

uniqueness we should never endure.”
Danny
Eaton, President of the
Georgetown NAACP, spoke against
the resolution, noting that it would not
pass by a large enough margin to have
any effect, and urging the Senate to

undertake a poll or a petition before
considering the resolution which he
did not feel was supported by the
student body.
Senator
Jon Lampert (CAS 86)
also spoke against the resolution, saying that it was his understanding that
the program was not a “quota,” but
rather was merely an attempt to increase Catholic admissions by such

things as increased recruiting at Catholic high schools—a view not shared
by the resolution’s proponents:
On a roll call vote, the resolution
passed by a margin of 6-5, and in
conjunction with its passage the senate agreed to arrange a petition on the
issue to gain increased student input.

McCauliffe,

“I was

walking over to the Pub with a few
friends and I met a |girl] friend of my
and we spoke for a few minutes. Three
fellows came out of Vital Vittles. One
stopped and stared at my friend for
about 10 second and then stopped
again for about 10 seconds. She got

upset. ..I turned

Response has been good, but WROX
staffers expect even more today, as it
is the last day. If this service works
well, WROX intends to continue the
service sporadically for other major
Georgetown events.

Eaton

HOY A Staff Writer

around

and

asked

who was staring.” The next thing that
happened according to McCauliffe was
that one of them started punching, the

second was holding him and the third
was holding the crowd back.
Asked whether he believed the person doing the punching was the F & M
football player, McCauliffe said "probably . .. the guy who was hitting me
was pretty strong.”

Although both GUPS

and the D.C.

police were called, all three involved in
the incident were let go without any
immediate action being taken. “I think
the problem is that we're in a metropolitan area: The police assume anything that happens on campus could
be dealt with in another way. Maybe

they should be more careful,” said
McCauliffe. He added that he didn’t
see anything wrong with the way that
GUPS handled the situation.
Gay Hollowell said that she “could
not comment as an administrator”
regards to the action being taken in
the case.
Since this is a unique incident, where
the alleged attackers are not students
of GU, there is a limit to how much
the administration can do. “They are
going to try to get in touch with the
people at F & M,” said McCauliffe.
They will probably pursue the matter
with that school’s own adjudication

process.

:

j

Chris DiPasquale, who serves as the
RA “on second St. Mary's, stated "lI

think

this

kind

of

behavior

is just

completely uncalled for on the part of
the F & M student.” When DiPasquale
was informed that McCauliffe will
probably not press charges, he said

that “that is just a reflection of his
character that he wouldn't want to
destroy someone else's future. My feeling is that some actions should be
taken for retribution because a person
like that—they could go out next

weekend —what

happens

to the next

person?”
;
He added, however, that "whatever
Mark's decision, 1 have to respect his
decision. He's the person that has to

live with this.”
“One of the problems with pressing
charges is that these kids are out-ofstate and assault is a misdemeanor, in
D.C.” explained McCauliffe.

Master Plan Hearing Set
Orange signs have invaded Georgetown. Large, obnoxious, orange signs,
that is, inviting the public to attend a
hearing concerning the University's
Master Plan.
The signs were authorized by the
Board of Zoning Adjustment, which

will hold the public hearing on October 13, at 9 a.m. in Room

1 [-A of the

District Building on 14 and E Streets.
The purpose is to approve the plan
for the University layout beyond 1983,
which has already been approved by
several Advisory Neighborhood Commissions. A major aspect of the Plan is
changing the main entrance from Healy
Circle to Canal Road and building an
underpass on Canal Road to relieve
traffic congestion, which solves the
Other ‘aspects of the Master Plan
include a student center, a dorm, an
animal research facility, and a parking
platform, which must be individually
approved by the Board of Zoning
Adjustment.

An orange sign on 36th Street.

are

@y a
«eave.

Welcome Back
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GEORGETOWN DINING SERVICE
Service of Quality

BOARD PROGRAMS
SUMMER SCHOOL BOARD
CASH CAFETERIA
FAST FOOD OPERATIONS
FACULTY DINING
CHUCK WAGON SERVICE
CAMPUS PATIO
CATERING:

Exceptional food and service for any occasion, call us, 625-4360

Marigh
A SERVICE

OF
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~ Extra-marital
Sex and
Lying Top HOYA Poll
HOYA

Extra-marital

according

Staff Writer

sex

to most

is

a

major

sin,

Georgetown

stu-

which was similar to one taken by the

overall only 22 percent of the poll
respondents were Protestant. Com-

harsh

on

Other sins that ranked high among
students included lying, coveting your
neighbor's spouse, and homosexual
acts. Interestingly, only a small percentage feel that pre-marital sex is
sinful, in the poll of almost 200 students.
;
Lying was second among the major
sins, with 47 percent of students, followed closely by coveting with 46

other

religious group.

gap is large. Only 40 percent of George-

but only 3 percent of those who feel
homosexual acts are a major sin were

town students feel that homosexual
acts are a major sin, while 59 percent

Jewish.

of young lowans feel that way. Eleven

Of

the

respondents

who

marked

either another or no religion (18 percent of those polled), lying is the
biggest sin, with 17 percent. Sex without marriage is not considered to be a

opposed to sex without marriage. 33
and 32 percent of those who felt that

any other ethical issue. 65 percent of

coveting your neighbor's spouse and
pre-marital sex, respectively, are major
sins were freshmen, yet they only made
up 27 percent of the poll.

those

major sin, 58 percent are Catholic. 56
percent of the poll respondents who
feel extra-marital sex were Catholics,
as compared to the overall 51 percent
Catholic respondents.
More Protestants, on the other hand,

that

think

that

coveting

TT

a

HEALTH

is a

In comparison
which

polled

1,001

disproportionately

to the

97

Iowa

not

sins, even

though

they

are

is almost

religious word.

The

an

entirely

choice

of “sin

was made because this poll was based
on the Des Moines Register poll.
Every month, the HOYA plans to

Students responded in overwhelming

ten respondents, are much more opposed to sex outside of marriage than

other or none.

because “sin”

that is is.

betting on a horse race, :hopping on
Sunday, drinking hard liquor, swearing
or cussing, looking at Playboy magazine, and going to x-rated movies are

were

FAL

only received 14 percent of student
response.
Some of the respondents felt “sin”
was a not a good choice, but rather
“moral” or “unacceptable” behavior,”

percent of Georgetown students feel
that smoking marijuana is a major sin
while 36 percent of young Iowans think

group, as only nine percent or less of
those who found it a major sin were
Freshmen

7
4
3

percent

of the poll respondents were Jewish,

percent. Only 22 percent of students
feel that per-marital sex is a major sin.
In a religious breakdown, Roman
Catholics, who made up 51 percent of

x

le

Seven

any

numbers that buying a lottery ticket,

©
la

acts than

Betting on a horse race
Buying a lottery ticket

45
56
51
51
68
76
67
88
91.5

run

a

poll

to

find

out

where

the’

majority of Georgetown students stand
on key issues.
Special thanks for the preparation
of this poll go to Megwin Finegan, Jim
Horan, Michael Hughes. Laura Goodwin, Mark Loftis, and Kate Wilson.

con-

demned by some religions. Even skipping church on Sunday as a major sin

Tip O'Neill Speaks to Jesuits
°

5

: °

o

Speaker of the House Tip O’Neil (D.-MA) came to Georgetown Tuesday
afternoon to address a meeting of the Associated Jesuit Colleges Business
Deans in Riggs Library. O'Neill reminisced about Boston and the Kennedy
family. He then gave a general economics speech.

Be A Part Of

Poll,

A Great Moment In American History

people across the

state, Georgetown students are much
more liberal. 88 percent of Iowans feel
that coveting your neighbor's spouse is
a major sin, while only 46 percent of

Mn /

Georgetown students feel that way.
Iowans also scored considerably
higher on extra-marital sex as a major
sin, 83 percent, than students here,
despite the high percentage of 76.

The
Look

Even among Iowans aged 18-29, the
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Swearing or cussing

major sin among the majority of that

47 percent of those who feel lying is a
major offense were Catholic.
On coveting your neighbor's spouse
and extra-marital sex, Catholics also
responded in a number larger than
their representation in the poll. Of

{es

homosexual

church on Sunday
marijuana
X-rated movies
at Playboy magazine

percent, and homosexual acts with 40

those who felt that homosexuality is a
major sin were Catholic, while only
i

Skipping
Smoking
Going to
Looking

paratively, only 23 percent feel that
extra-marital sex is a major sin.
The Jewish respondents were less

listed.

40
22
14
11
8
4
2
2
1.5
1
0

Homosexual acts
Pre-marital sex

feel that

lying is a major sin are Protestant, but

Des Moines Register and Tribune.
* More students, 76 percent of the poll,
feel that extra-marital sex is a major
sin, than any of the other choices

Coveting your neighbor’s
spouse

feel that lying is a major sin than any
other religious group. They responded
more heavily against lying than against
sexual relations outside of marriage.

32 percent of those who

GU STUDENTS VIEW “SIN”
Major
Minor
Not A
Sin
Sin
* Sin
76%
16%
8%
47
39
14
46
32
22

Extra-marital sex
Lying

by the HOYA,

dents in a poll taken

POLL: HOW

Wenrick

by Anne Valle Schlafly
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SCC Happy
Hours a Success
by Laura Goodwin
The Senior Class Committee (SCC)
is sponsoring a series of weekly happy
hours for seniors, faculty, and administration throughout this and next
semester, the first of which took place
last Thursday afternoon.
“It was a big success,” according to
SCC Chairman Brendan Sharkey. “The
most important thing was we got a

really good faculty turn-out,” he says.
This first happy hour—held in Nevils
courtyard —was open to all seniors
and faculty.
Once a week the SCC will hold
happy hours on an invitational basis.
About 150 students, selected by way
of their living situations— groups from
the same apartment or dorm—and

80-100 faculty members will join for an
informal get-together, held again in
Nevils courtyard. Students are encouraged to invite faculty members of
their choice, says Sharkey. Each happy

hour is open to all administration and
Jesuits.
Each senior will receive an invitation
both this and next semester, says

Landscapers and architects have
placed the final touches on the re-

Sharkey.

“From

here

on

out,

we'll

designed North side of Old North.

have one more open happy hour,” at

More trees were added at the south
end of Copley and the driveway has
been blocked off (photo left).

the end of the semester, he added.
“It's a totally new thing,” says

Sharkey. “It’s the first of a lot of things
the SCC is trying to do” to expand the
committee’s role for the sake of the
university and the D.C. community,
he says. Their goal is to focus on the
concerns specifically of interest to
Seniors. This means not only theirs

the threepenny bit
the Irish corner

the best of “celtic”
in the heart
of georgetown

Photo by Jan Buckler

HOYA Staff Writer

The SCC

Executive Committee. Top row (left to right): Michele Neely,

Evelyn Cole-Falto, Brendan Sharkey. Middle row: Ann Childers and Greg
Formella. Bottom row: Lisa Sommes, Advisor Pat Metz, Maria Flannagan,

Posie Carpenter, Freddie Flocco, and M. H. Hayes.
social life, but their careers and the
welfare of the campus and communi-

ty.

once they are graduated.

“On top of the social events” the
SCC will hopefully work together with

“The whole idea of being a senior
should 'be other-oriented as well as
self-oriented,” says Sharkey. He says
that this year the SCC is doubling or
tripling its efforts to address the concerns and needs of Georgetown’s
senior class.

the Community Action Coalition to
provide services to the D.C. community, says Sharkey. They also plan to

work

with

post-graduation

that will confront

seniors.

concerns
Insurance

continued from page 3

already considerable time constraints,
she agreed to help coordinate the
Forum's efforts at Georgetown because
she was impressed by the importance
of the cause. “The idea is to have an
outlet so that people our age can have
a voice in the issue,” she commented.
“In many ways, this publication echoes
the mission of the Georgetown! Uni-

Mikulich stated that this would depend
on the number and quality of the
works received from each school. They
wart a good cross section of schools
he asserted, and they are “trying tc
have a publication that reflects the
quality of Jesuit education.”

The Forum is currently working with

versity.”

a budget of $5,500 “seed money,”
which could grow, pending future
donations. If Arms and Voices is successful, it is planned to make the
journal an annual event. As an outgrowth of this endeavor, the Holy Cross
organizers also want to hold a conference on nuclear awareness next spring.
Two Jesuit colleges have already offered to host such an event.
In spite of Georgetown’s initial monetary contribution, the organization’s
effort here was somewhat late in/getting underway. The role of campus
coordinator was undertaken by Kathy
‘McShea (CAS 85) after attempts at
enlisting the aid of Francis X. Winters,S.J., and Richard McSorley, S.J.,
proved unsuccessful.
Members of the English, Theology,
Fine Arts, and Sociology departments
have expressed interest and are in the
process of promoting the project to
their students. Jan Fritz, sociology
professor and head of the GU chapter

Campuses

Writing editorially last June about
Arms and Voices, the editor of the
North American Jesuits’ publication
America asserted that the Forum's initiative “promises to reflect [the| same
Christian realism and spirit of the
| April 1983] pastoral of the American
Catholic bishops on nuclear war.”
The final deadline for submission of
work for consideration is 5 p.m., Oc-

tober 24. Essays may be no more than
2,000 words, typed double spaced on

84!"

by the student and faculty editorial
panel at Holy Cross will receive "a
handsome financial award.” All entries
are to be submitted to the office of
CAS Dean Davis in White-Gravenor.
For further information on Arms
and Voices
or the Jesuit Student
Forum on Nuclear Awareness, contact
Kathy McShea.

to Prevent Nu-

meeting.

and

McShea

walking hat
for ladies
& gentlemen

said

that

in

spite

by 11'" paper of medium weight,

with standard reference paper format
for bibliography, footnotes, etc. The
title page for all entries should include
the author's name, title of work, and institution. Artwork and cartoons should
be 3 x 5,5 x 7, or 8% x 11 inches in
size. The entry judged ‘most poignant”

clear War (UCAM), said that there
had been a positive response to the
idea at UCAM’s October 3 general

handknit irish fisherman

}

Nuclear Magazine Begun

of United

sweater

companies may visit the campus because seniors will need to get insurance

of her

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS
— CIFAS UNIVERSITY —
ALL CLASSES IN ENGLISH
The Medical Program at CIFAS University in the Dominican Republic is
patterned after the traditional U.S. Model of Medical Education.
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Weekend Breakfast Parties
Free Indoor Parking
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“Beverages” Two for One

before 11:00 p.m.
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With a little known problem
called BULIMIA
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All eating disorders and depression that accompany them
are treatable. To neglect is
dangerous. These are difficulties you can no longer afford
to neglect.
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For more information, contact: Director,
Academic Preparation Centers, (a division
of Transemantics, Inc.
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Edwards Comments on

Tris Comics

“If President

Reagan

did

nothing

Americans for Freedom

sponsored a

speech by Edwards, National Chairman
of the American Conservative Union,
last Thursday, night in the Intercultural

Center.
“We no longer /argue whether to
strenghten defense, but how much to
increase it and how fast,” he continued.
Similarly, “The debate is now over
what to deregulate first, and how fast.”

Edward's

main

topic involved

the

1984 election, which he said would
‘revolve around three subjects: the
candidates themselves, foreign policy
and defense, and the economy. On the

Trudeau Tops
' ‘by Michael Dick
Staff Writer

Lecture Fund Chairman Mike Towle

(CAS 84) has released the results of
the

poll

conducted

gg

PTT PT

es

im

Activities

at

the

Fair’ Saturday,

Student

September

have

little trouble

winning,

to communism.’
As for the economy, he says the
Democrats have hurt themselves by
focusing on it, since “every economic
advisor says there is a recovery.”
answer

to

a

question,

he

by Linda M. Colella

be-

cause on a personal level he “has the
respect of the people and is liked by
the people,” according to the polls.
On the other hand, he quoted columnist Jack Anderson about the Democratic candidates: “Walter Mondale is
the Democrat's answer to Sominex,”
and John Glenn “is interesting and
dynamic—if you don’t know him.”
Edwards quoted similar Anderson witticisms about Cranston and Hart.
On defense, Edwards said, “Ronald
Reagan's foreign policy, is by any
standards, dull. But we have not been
at war, and we haven't lost a country

In

Lecture Poll
HOY A

presidential level. he believes Reagan
would

Dityn! Yop

Jesuit Lectures Begin Oct. 19

84 Elections at GU
else—and I believe he has done plenty
— he has totally changed the nature of
political debate in this country,” according to Congressman Mickey Edwards (R-OK). The Georgetown Young

said

Walter Mondale was the most likely to
get the Democrats’ nomination but
that [Mondale] and Cranston would
be the weakest candidate in the general election. “The toughest would be
Glenn or Hart. Gary Hart would be
their best media candidate.”
Edwards was less optimistic about
the Senate races, saying the Republicans will almost definitely lose Tennessee, have a good chance to lose
Texas, and that “Helms is enormously

10. (The purpose of the poll was to
determine whom students would most
like to see on campus this year.
Over 400 students responded to the
poll. They were asked to choose five
or six speakers they would like to hear
from a list of 62 potential speakers.
Gary Trudeau, the Doonesbury cartoonist, topped the poll with 157 votes.
Scientist Jonas Salk, who developed
the polio vaccine, was the choice of
137 poll respondents. Satirical colum-

HOY A Staff Writer

The Jesuit Lecture Series at George-

town University will kick off its second
year October 19 with a lecture entitled
Qumran Cave 4 and the Bible After
Thirty Years.
The lecture, to be given by Joseph
A. Fitzmyer, S.J., editor of the Anchor

Bible Series Gospel of St. Luke and

Rep. Mickey Edwards

behind [in North Carolina, and Roger
Jepsen is way behind in Iowa.” He
therefore urged young conservatives
to work in Senate or House races
rather than the presidential campaign,
where, he said, they will be less necessary for victory.
Finally,

in

answer

to

an

audience

question, he said “The news media,
generally, is extremely biased.” The
bias is “very real, very overwhelmings’
but is “not deliberate, not a conspiracy.”
3
He added, | The press] is not powerful,” becuase “the public is a lot
smarter than we give them credit for.”
He summed up by saying that the

press is “awful,

but

a free

press is

important.”

co-editor of The Jerome
Biblical
Commentary, will address the importance of the Dead Sea Scrolls in
viewing the lifg of Jesus and their
effects on the present-day study of the
Old and New Testaments.
The current role of the Catholic

Since 1969, Claver has advocated
the human-rights issue and the role of
the Catholic Church within the country
and has written The Stones Will Cry
Out (a set of Pastoral Letters written
under martial law) and Marxist Chris-

tian Dialogue in the Philippines.
Thomas M. King S.J., who will be
sponsoring the October lectures in the
absence of James A. Devereux S.J.,
Director of the Program, cites the
opening of the’ Intercultural Center
last September s the main motivation

now

and in the

future

to the

came

dressed at the second lecture October
25. Francisco F. Claver S.J., a member
of the Jesuit Community in Quezon

City in the Philippines since 1948, will
speak on this subject.

Advertise in

The HOY A!

Call 625-4554
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The lectures are open to the public

as well as the GU community and will =
be held in the auditorium of the ICC.

Ana has a continuous need
for good people. Ambitious
people. People we can train for
rewarding careers.

“I'd rather be at
Chadwicks.”

If a career as an actuary, in
sales, or in general insurance
appeals to you—discover how
Ana can be the catalyst that

ignites your growth potential.

behind

Salk in the science category, as the

Stop by and see Atna’s pre-

choice of 108 students. Former CBS
News anchorman Walter Cronkite was
' a close second to Buchwald in journalism, garnering 106 votes.

sentation on Monday, October
17 from 4:00 to 600 pm. in
Harvin.

Top politicians were former Secre-

a

“With the opening of the ICC, we
wanted to bring up the issue of International Ethics and do something
in
that area,” stated Father King.
To
commemorate
this
theme
Devereux edited The Moral Dimensions of International Conduct: The.
Jesuit Community Lectures 1982.

ETNA’S
PRESENTING
ON YOUR
CAMPUS

present regime will be the topic ad-

place, with 122 votes.
Isaac Asimov

for the lectures series.

Church in the Philippines and its response

nist Art Buchwald followed in third
Author

~ The HOYA, Page 7

tary of State Al Haig (105 votes).
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.
102), and Senator John Glenn (D-

YOU'LL
Catch Tuesday night fever every week at
: Chadwicks—Georgetown’s
liveliest meeting place.

Ohio, 98). Glenn will speak in Gaston
Hall November: 16 at 8:00 PM. Rep.
Phil Crane (R-Ill.), who is coming to
Gaston Hall on October 25, drew only
14 votes.
Chrysler Corp. Chairman Lee lacocca topped the “Business and Economy”
listings. He/ was the choice of 105
respondents. Trackster Mary Decker
and N.Y. Yankee owner George Steinbrenner headed the “Sports” section.
There were about 75 write-in ballots.

Dance the evening

away to the hottest hits played by our live DJ.
And cool off with icy cold
Heinekens specially priced
at just $1.50 each.

BE GLAD

:

YOU

MET ETNA!

4ayaa

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Georgetown
3205 K St., N.W.
Washington e 333-2565

Old Town
203 Strand St.
Alexandria ® 836-4442

Friendship Heights
5247 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

Washington © 362-8040
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Now's the time to act. Because the NSA Professional
Qualification Test (PQT) will be given on campuses throughout
the nation on November 12th.

:

{

a

Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for
consideration by the National Security Agency. NSA is
currently seeking top graduating students to meet the
challenges of its important communications security and
foreign intelligence production missions.

‘We sell by the
slice. We
deliver

|

3289 M Street
337-1472
337-1473

If you qualify on the PQT, you will be contacted regarding
an interview with an NSA representative. He or she will
discuss the specific role you can play within such fields as
data systems, language, information science,
communications,

and

management.

So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement office.
Fill out the registration form and mail it by October 22 nd, in
order to take the test on November 12 th. There is no
registration fee.
Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in Electronic
Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic, Near Eastern or
Far Eastern language, may sign up for an interview without
taking the PQT.
All NSA

career positions require U.S.

background

investigation,

and

citizenship,

a medical

a thorough

review.

The

National
Security

Agency

The NSA Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 22nd
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‘Welcome Back, Alumni

GOODBYE

certain that this year’s homecoming, and those

Field is another event everyone should make

in the future, will enable the alumni not only
to better appreciate the progress of Georgetown, but also allow them to share their knowledge, experience and camaraderie with present

plans to attend on Saturday. Many alumni feel

students.
:
The wine and cheese reception this evening

will attend this game

in the Intercultural Center will provide a fine
and swap stories about Georgetown of the past

port.
Saturday night is also the Homecoming
Dance in McDonough. Unlike last year’s un-

and present. In addition, we hope the alumni

fortunate situation, when the fate of the dance

will take the chance to gauge the students’
~ opinions about the University.
Alumni ordinarily share many concerns
about their alma mater such as the maintenance
of strong academic programs and traditions,

hung in administrative-bureaucratic limbo
almost until Homecoming weekend, this year’s
dance has been well planned, and WROX is

continuing athletic excellence and reassur-

alumni and students should not hesitate to

ances that the administration is directing the
school in laudable fashion towards both farsighted and ‘pragmatic goals. Often, student

attend this campus-wide celeberation.
Homecoming, naturally enough, is a time
for reunions with old friends and faculty. More
importantly though, it is a chance for the
alumni to view changes and events at George-

To the Editor:
On behalf of Delta Phi Epsilon, I
would appreciate it if you could print
the following response to the uncalled
attack on us by Mr. Jorge H. Suarez in
last week’s edition of The HOYA. 1

town at close range. Since it is the alumni who
are constantly beign asked to contribute so

brothers (?) of Delta Sigma Pi, but I
couldn’t find their house.
Dear Mr. Suarez:
After reading your letter to The
HOYA last Friday (9-23-83), I found it
necessary to clarify a few points regarding your ideas about the Delta Phi
Epsilon -fraternity and perhaps bring:

taken

in context,

will provide

as

much information to them as any brochure
sent our from the Alumni House.

We strongly encourage you to attend the
many on-campus parties being held for them
by student activity groups this weekend.
‘Extra-curricular' ties provide an especially
tangible link between alumni and their
present-day counterparts. To this end, The
HOYA extends a special invitation to its own
~ alumni to stop by our office in Copley Base- ’
‘ment anytime from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday.

ence. We

hope this kind of interaction will

extend to Saturday afternoon’s tailgate picnic
at Henleville as well.
The Georgetown-Fordham game at Kehoe

strong ties to the football program, and the
football program badly needs all the support
it can get. With luck, the alumni and students

and decide that GU

football merits their further interest and sup-

even sponsoring a dating service to help boost
student attendance.

Tickets are still on sale,

generously to this university, they owe it to

themselves to evaluate first-hand the metamorphis the school has undergone since the
time of their graduation. Alumni

must also

decide what improvements and changes they
would like to see here and contribute accordingly.

You ex-HOYA staffers owe it to yourselves to

We also hope students will take every chance

see where your newspaper is now.
Saturday morning, students will be able to
attend several career forums being sponsored
by the alumni and Career Planning and Place1

to welcome back the alumni and benefit from

their advice and past experiences. After all, in
just a few years it will be you in those alumni
shoes too.
:

Tradition.
Tradition is a hallowed thing, particularly
on a college campus and particularly during
homecoming week.
The Homecoming Committee has gone out
of its way to make the we~k even more traditional. From this year hence, Georgetown will
play either Fordham or Johns Hopkins every
year for homecoming...
...come long weekends (every odd year
homecoming will fall on long weekend).
....and come losing Division III football
“seasons (sorry guys, it looks like that will
happen at least every other year).
What kind of tradition is that?
A pretty weak one, if you ask us. For a student
who graduated any time after the glory days of
the Forties, and particularly for students of
this graduation, football has virtually nothing
to do with the “Georgetown experience.”
As one student quipped, “I'm not coming
back to see a football game.”
:
Therein lies a hint. That same student—
and probably the majority of the rest of us—
would enthusiastically return to'watch an exciting, meaningful basketball game.

In this period of reappraisal, as the Homewhy not consider building homecoming
around the major varsity sport at Georgetown: basketball.
:
There are several options.
One. Maintain the football tradition while
adding basketball by scheduling homecoming

for the last football game and the first (probably
Blue-Gray) basketball game.

ve waay
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Georgetown

to the

most

recent

statistics,

University’s endowment

fund

passed the $100 million mark.
This laudable feat may be attributed to the
well coordinated efforts of the staff of the

back to that plane of reality known as
the real world.
;
First, I can understand the array of
your grievances to The HOY A towards

the coverage of your “organization,”

GU NAACP Budget
To the Editor:
I commend The HOYA
cellence
coverage
of

on its exthe
GU

NAACP’s first general meeting. We
appreciate the support from the campus community and the editors of the

paper.
Although I did indeed say that I
expected the budget to be increased
by approximately double, I stipulated

YAF Board on Quotas

will be that of the entire SAC.
Thank you for allowing me to clear
up this unfortunate misunderstanding.
Daniel

E. Eaton

President, GU
SES 84

To the Editor:
The Executive

on

Financing

town. Together these people form a nationwide
network of fundraisers who faithfully devote
much of their valuable time to exploring every
possible means of income for the endowment
of the University.
Without this endowment Georgetown would
not be a stable financial institution dedicated

of its endowment.

Higher

Education,

Georgetown ranks last for the per-capita size
This

makes

Georgetown

heavily tuition-dependent.
Georgetown,

expect

to

however,

compete

with

cannot realistically

institutions

like

Harvard, which has an endowment exceeding

to outstanding higher education. Without this
endowment Georgetown would not be able to

one billion dollars. But if we are to continue to
maintain our present standing among the most
competitive colleges in the country, we must
emphasize the importance of the endowment

offer financial aid, thus allowing students of

and the role it will play in the future of

~ all economic backgrounds the chance to ma-

Georgetown.
The HOYA recognizes the hard work of all
~ those dedicated to increasing the endowment

and encourages continued support of all those
concerned with Georgetown’s future.

week we held a faculty reception open

hours a day—it doesn’t get locked like
an office. Our pledge process introduces us to the meaning of fraternity.

to the entire student body. Your charge
of our lack of contributions to the
Unviersity is groundless and empty.
Finally, your statement, “Having a

house, hazing, and drinking grain alcohol is not the proper definition of
fraternalism,” is inappropriate in its
context and void of any taste or class.

About

our

parties,

I question

your

own sense of fraternity if you find it
wrong to stage social events for the
entire student body.
In the future, if you find the need to

criticize

our

fraternity,

we

would

First, the word “fraternalism” does not

greatly appreciate it if you would come

exist in the English dictionary. (Hint:
try “fraternity”
—it means brotherliness

directly to us.

and brotherhood as well as its organizational or club definition.) Secondly,

Thomas D. Begley, 111
CAS

84

%

Board of Directors

wants to impose on this university.

YAF has always opposed quotas of
every kind be they based upon race,
religion, sex, or any other such group-

feel that such quotas are a

form of blatant discrimination in which

human

beings

are judged

Name

Address
State
Send to: The HOYA, Box 938, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057

~ The WOYA welcomes letters from our readers and
will make every effort to print as many as possible. Letters should not exceed 300 words and are subject to being

edited if they are longer. The HOYA reserves the right to
.edit for style or clarity but every effort to maintain the
_author’s intent will be made.

:

Each letter must be signed and include the person’s
name, school and year, address, and phone number.
Board of Editors
Mary Prahinski, Editor-In-Chief.

Todd Robinson, Managing Editor

(68% Catholic admissions by 1989)
which Provost J. Donald Freeze, SJ.

ing. We

Keep your relatives and friends posted on all the news
that effects the Hilltop. And there’s no better way to
keep’ informed on the University than through T[he
HOYA. Subscribe today and get every issue delive ed
to your home or office.
Only $12.50 per semester, $24.00 per year.
§

NAACP

of Georgetown Young Americans for
Freedom (Y AF) was greatly dismayed
by reports of the new religious quota

is certainly an imis nonetheless comschools with which
the 30-college Con-

context (as opposed to your dreamlike
state as it may be), let me elabotate on
these elements. Our house is open 24

.

HOYA SAXA.

to illustrious scholars.
But while $100 million
pressive figure by itself, it
paratively low to the other
Georgetown competes. In

ator Claiborne Pell, Bruce Laingen,
and other notable speakers to address
the Georgetown community. Only last

to believe that your memory is as
obscure as your “organization.” Delta

Secondly, if you cannot recall anything that Delta Phi Epsilon has done

enthusiastic,

stu-

Phi has brought Diego Ascenzio, Sen-

we never claimed that the above elements were a proper definition of
fraternity. However, if I may put your
terms in a more lifelike and conscious

your four years here, 1 can only be led

apparent reason.

that we increase revenue in similar
proportion. Also, while Mr. Hogan did
suggest a change in the budget, he did
not suggest any specific amounts and
made it clear that the final decision

Blue-and-Gray-bedecked

:

but please enlighten us to the nature
of insecurity which drove you to slander the brothers of Delta Phi for no

- to the reporter that this would require

sortium

ment Georgetown would not be able to boast
of such a renown faculty, one which among
other things provides visiting professorships

your evidently altered frame of mind

‘Two. Accomplish the same goal by sched-

Development
Office,
the administration,
deans, faculty, alumni and friends of George-

triculate on the hilltop. Without this endow-

wanted to deliver it in person to the

uling two homecoming: football (primarily
for the Forties generation of alumni) and
basketball for the younger crowd.
Or Three. Be truly innovative and abandon
football entirely in favor of a more meaningful
basketball homecoming.
Imagine this. Thousands of alumni, including many who haven't seen the campus since
they graduated, flock to Georgetown for its
Big East game against arch-rival Syracuse.
Every seat in the Cap Centre is filled with
dents and alumni, united by a winning, living
tradition.

|

Delta Phi Epsilon Replies to Fellow Frat

coming Committee is “establishing” traditions,

“A $100 Million Beginning
According

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

for the Georgetown community during

‘Founding a Tradition

Ee

CARTER

ment. We commend the alumni for offering
students the benefit of their business experi-

comments,

ER

MISTER

The HOYA would like to take this opportunity to welcome home the many returning
‘alumni and friends of Georgetown for the 1983
“Homecoming Weekend.
The Homecoming Committee, the Alumni
Association and the student body have made

opportunity for alumni to meet with students

PER

&et our picture lakenyith [Gg Motors

not

upon

individual merit but rather upon social

characteristics.
Additionally, these quotas constitute
a reversal of Georgetown’s tradition of
supporting religious and intellectual
freedom while presenting the possibility of other types of discrmination
against minorities and other groups.
It is one thing for Fr. Freeze to want

to uphold the rich Jesuit tradition of
high learning, but quite another to
translate that tradition into a call for

religious bias in the admissions
cess.

pro-

YAF therefore strongly urges Fr.
Freeze to think this issue through more

thoroughly and withdraw his current
proposal.
Executive Board of Directors

GU Young Americans for Freedom
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Should the US be in
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Gurwitz
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Palestinians,

A

Christian Phalange

Gt

Shiites, the

the conflict-weary American nation. Is

and the multina-

the U.S. presence necessary? Is future,
escalating involvement in this particu-

-

U.S. to assist it in reasserting sovereignty over its own nation. The barrier

bidding.

In both

cases,

the vital

interests of the United States in these

to this objective has proved to be the

regions

Syrians

are

questions.

All

of

these

in the small town of Mining, Wis-

must be lurking, though no one has yet

lar region, or in Central America, vital

consin echo all too grimly the same
questions resounding from the halls and
corridors of Capitol Hill and the White
House. For the residents of this Ameri-

positively determined who that might
be. Each side is convinced that its
cause is just.

to American national interests? On a

s
assertions merit response.
RESENTLY THE UNITED states By virtue of its proximity to the
is exercising its greatest use of
United States—Iless than a thousand
global strength in ten years. This fact
miles from the Texas border— the

more human

HE

¥

the angered

Saudi, Egyptian and Israeli allies todo
our

QUESTIONS

BEING

asked

tional

peacekeeping

If the United

force

an enemy

States withdraws

its

“Projecting parinoid visions of East-West Contention
onto every global conflict is risky, maybe ludicrous.”
troops now, the Gemayel government

can community, however, the tragedy
involves something more substantial

than cold, impersonal analysis or emotionally charged oratory.
Indeed, for the parents of Randy W.
Clark, 19, member of the U.S. peace-

keeping force in Lebanon, the main-

is almost certain to fall, Lebanon will
disintegrate even further, and Syria
could likely come to dominate the

region.

According

to some

experts,

such an outcome would result in a
substantial American “loss of face”

and increased Soviet influence in the
rather heavy toll, that of their son's | region. If the United States chooses to
life. It also raised the level of confusion
remain in Lebanon, it could very well
in this hopelessly entangled trauma
get caught up in the middle of an
unpopular, probably unwinnable civil
even higher. “If someone could just
explain to me why our boys are there,”
war.
tenence

of

that

peace

extracted

a

complained father James Clark bitterly.

Sadly enough, it is doubtful that there
will be any consolation for the family,
or anyone else, should that explanation ever be found.
Lebanon, one of the more fractious
nations on the world stage, has seen in
the past year a gradual disintegration
of support for the ruling Christian
Phalangist government, a drastic increase in bitter, deeply-imbedded, violent factionalism between various sects
of Muslims and Christians, as well as

foreign provocation, of an Israeli and
particularly Syrian variety. Somewhere
in the midst of the battling Druzes and

U.S. military force, all grandeur and
potency aside, has rarely reversed the

tide of history: be it China, Cuba or
Vietnam of yesterday, the present
dilemma

of Central

America,

foreboding trap of Lebanon.

or the

Indeed,

the extreme political polarity so common to these areas of instability leaves
the United States with little option,

other than to ally itself with one extreme or the other. More often than
not it has been the losing side.
Yet the debate continues, the Marines are digging in, and once again
the question of U.S. involvement in
foreign conflicts has arisen to haunt

has triggered the same constitutional,

strategic

Clark die?

moral, and pragmatic debate as the

should be clear. Mexico, one of the

In spite of the twisted, baffling
*18-Month Compromise” deal worked
out between the President and Congress, certain facts speak too loudly to

Vietnam era over the role of military
force in foreign policy.

world’s most populous nations, lies to
the north, and the Panama Canal, a
major international trade route, lies to

be ignored: the U.S. has no real enemy

military

in Lebanon, and no real business in a
civil war thousands of miles from its
shores. The Gemayel government is

from

level, why did Randy V.

probably doomed, even with U.S. backing. The

eventual

“unwinnability”

in-

herent in the whole predicament will
only mean
Americans,
all sides.
Defining
hazardous

more casualties involving
who are being shot at from
“American interests” is a
business. Projecting para-

noid visions of East-West contention
onto every global conflict is risky,

However, it is important to bear in
mind

that

the

present

the

wide-scale

of Nicaragua at present poses a severe
threat to the stability of the region.
Central America requires American
military assistance and we are training

involvement

in

been reluctant to use its military arm

going

ism

and

the

served

as

an

indicator

of

indecisiveness in this country. The
perception to both our enemies and

(D-Fla) put it perhaps most aptly: “If
we are there to fight, we are far too

tual

display—of

may

have

few. If we are there to die, we are far
too many.” It applies to the Lebanon

conflagration of these tragedies.

tomorrow. And no one has yet answered the pleading, tragic question
“haunting Randy Clark’s family, and
anyone else who cares.
Tom Brister is a Senior in the School
of Foreign Service.

Druze

and

P.L.O.

the intransigence of aggressor nations
and enhance diplomatic alternatives.

The

threat

of

a potential

military

reprisal by the U.S. has forced the
rebels in El Salvador to seek political
solutions to their grievances. And in
Lebanon, any cease-fire can be credited
to the placement of the multinational
force in Beirut.

It is imperative that the United States
pursue an active military role in troubled regions. By demonstrating our resolve when U.S. interests are at stake,
the Khaddafis and Andropovs of the
world will be discouraged from attempt-

ing to seek military solutions to their

“Because our nation does intervene. . .world

our potential enemies—if not the acAmerican

played

a key

stability is increased and the potential for
a super power conflict is diminished.”

the

United States has already lost enough.
Eighteen more months is simply too
long and too uncertain. Sam Biggon

of today, the Vietnam of yesterday,
and perhaps the Central America of

cratically elected government of El
Salvador has asked for our help. These
armed forces are engaged in fighting
against Sandinista-backed rebels, who
are attempting to destroy the economic

of foreign policy. Before both World

maybe ludicrous. In the end, no one is

in Lebanon,

their armed forces because the demo-

their

States has historically

Wars, the Korean War, and indeed
during Vietnam, American isolation-

to win

America

the south. The Sandinista leadership

volvement with definite ends, is attempting to bring stability and peace
to two of the worlds’ most troubled
regions: Central America and the Middle East.
[

United

Central

States

Southeast Asia, where the U.S. lacked
clear goals. The Reagan Administration, through the use of limited in-

The

of

is far removed

United

intervention

value

and

functionaries.
/
In both Central America and the
Middle East, the presence of the American military has served to discourage

means of El Salvador and stall the popular land reform program.

weakness

Moreover, the United States is moral-

role in the

ly justified in its effort to contain a
nation which has expelled all of its
democratic and capitalist forces, exiled

Despite this ‘hindsight, echoes of
these same, fatal isolationist arguments
can still be heard! Critics of Reagan's
policy of “globalism” claim that El
Salvador and the Sandinistas are a
Central American problem. Further-

more, it is claimed that the Contadora
group— Central Americans themselves
—can best ‘solve their own problems.
In the Middle East, critics call for our

its entire Jewish population, and waged
a war of genocide against the Miskito

Indians.

With

time,

the

Sandinistas

have reverted to the same political
decadence as the Somoza regime:
censorship and the oppression of op-

problems.
In summary, American military involvement around the world is an integral part of our foreign policy. Although Congress has the ability to
limit the scope and intensity of these
ventures, this power should not be
viewed as a mechanism to impede the
President. Because our nation does
intervene in military conflicts, world

|

stability is increased and the potential
for a superpower conflict is diminished.

position forces.
Similarly in the Middle East,
Gemayel government has asked

the
the

Jonathan Gurwitz is a Sophomore
the School of Foreign Service.

in

ChrisK nopf

“Have- Your-Cake-and-Eat-It-Too-Diplomacy”
in the

United States to decrease funding
for the United Nations represents.a dan-

gerous and destruétive

can foreign policyW

path for Ameri- © some circles.

ethéery ~Ger”

the U.S. out of the U.N. and the U.N.
out ofthe U.S.” has a visceral appeal to
some, it fails to take global realities

“The Kassebaunm Amendment, which

restricts U.S. funding for the U.N. at
1980 levels and calls for a 10% decrease
in each of the next three subsequent

years, is the most dangerous manifest-

of its GNP than many other countries.

ation of this view. Support for the
Kassebaum Amendment is based on

New

the erroneous assumption that the U.S.
does not pay its fair share of U.N.
costs. While the U.S. is the largest
contributor, the fact remains that the
U.S. contributes a smaller percentage

York

Mayor

Koch

is fond

of

calling the U.N. a “cesspool,” but this:
“cesspool” pumped almost 700 million
dollars annually into the city’s eco-

nomy. In spite of these facts, the
Kassebaum Amendment was passed
by the Senate by a 66-23 vote.

In testimony before the House For-

eign Affairs Subcommittee on Human
Rights and International Organizations

on October: 3rd,

U.N. Ambassador

Jeanne Kirkpatrick expressed her justifiable disapproval of the Kassebaum
Amendment.
Ambassador Kirkpatrick’s disapproval stemmed from the

belief that across-the-board

Marci Weinstein

The Energy Question
- With the complexion of the 1984
election to take form, important policy
questions become
‘this context that

prioritized. It is in
we must evaluate

exactly what place energy issues should
take on the national priority agenda.
vi-«Many have a flat, easy answer to

that question in light of today’s scen-

ario:
(1) The U.S. and others are faced
with a glut of oil. Actual oil demand
has dropped by 6-7 million barrels a
day.
:
(2) At present, OPEC infrastructure
seems held together by a mere thread,
ravaged by price wars and production

decreases.

For example,

total OPEC

production hasdropped from 31 million

in 1979 to 18.5 million this summer.
(3) Many predict that the reserves of
Mexican and North Sea oil will provide
the future's “vulnerability free” resour-

ces.
(4) Oil decontrol and higher prices
have contributed to a decline in U.S.

‘The energy question is really a question

States follows is not conducive to its

about economic growth and security, which

With every aspect of the national
politics somehow intertwined with en-

achievement.

in turn means it is a question about the

ergy

future of Western society.’
and high prices. Even though many
fail to make the vital connection, energy has a direct component of national
security.
The world wide economic crisis that
has prevailed for the past decade was
largely caused, some experts say as

much as 60-70% by the onset of the
energy crises of 1973 and 1979.
Not only have the implications result-

ed in financial havoc for the OECD
consumers but monetary crises in the
Third World have placed the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other

pean allies fear repercussions by Arab

nations

for overly

friendly

relations

with Israel.
The uncertain investment deviate in
the energy industry due to reduced

demand and lower prices has placed
high energy technology in a skeptical
position. This includes not just controversial technologies such as nuclear
power and synthetic fuels, whose current projects are for the most part in

presently deferred or cancelled status;
but difficult domestic oil recovery projects, like the $43 billion Alaskan
pipeline project, have become unfeas-

ingly

ible. In addition, 40%

tenuous

positions,

as has

been

of all oil rigs

illustrated by the present IMF negotiations in Washington, D.C.

now lie idle in the United States.
Thus, if we realize, as Daniel Yergin,

Foreign policy problems, especially
energy fragilities of NATO rela-

co-author of Global Insecurity wrote,

consumption for the fifth year in a row.
Present consumption is the lowest since

the

1971.

tions, are in part a result of U.S.-Israel

“The energy question is really a question about economic growth and secu-

and

According

rity, which in turn means it is a question

Director of

;

Middle

East

to Dr. Charles

policies.

Ebinger,

These facts seem to point to the
conclusion that energy is no longer an
issue of dire national importance.
Is it that simple? A closer look

Center for Strategic International Stud-

indicates quite the opposite. Energy
issues stem much deeper than gas lines

ies, while the U.S. views the Soviet
Union as the major threat to stability

about the future of Western society,”
then energy issue play an important
role in the politics of the 1980s.
The central goal must be to reduce
what is called “energy vulnerability.”

in the Middle East, our Western Euro-

The

the Energy

Division of Georgetown’s

Campus Opinion/Q:

i

current

problems,

policy

in

the

must be a high priority.
Not only is there a need

world banking institutions in increas-

past which

the United

1980s

for a

comprehensive national policy, which
should include a pricing plan, a resource research and development program, and an extensive emergency
implementation system; but there is
also a need for energy issues to be
taken into consideration in other policy
areas, such as world banking and
foreign affairs.
Americans, politicians, and the general public alike must stop stratifying
aspects of this field into political battle grounds. National policy calls for a
rational and flexible approach, not
completely dependent on the free market, not completely dependent on solar
and renewable resources, not completely anti-nuclear nor anti-coal.
The key to reducing vulerability is
to approach energy issues in an organized fashion now in the 1980s when
there are seemingly few problems and
no panic-provoking oil shocks to man-

In the last fiscal year, 85 out of the

157 member states paid less than 2% of
the U.N. budget, while the United
States— which has 1/157th of the decision input— paid 25% of the budget.
According to Kirkpatrick, the structure
of the U.N. creates a situation in
which “those countries who have the

votes don’t pay the bills, while those
who pay the bills don’t have the votes.”
Ambassador Kirkpatrick's remedy
to this very real problem is a misguided
attempt to further politicize the U.N.
In Monday's testimony, Kirkpatrick

advocated implementation of the 1965
Goldberg Reservation which reserves
the

right

Weinstein

is a Junior

in

No, actually
idn’t even know
there was a homecoming. I didn’t
even know that the basketball
season had started yet. By the way,

how is Pat Ewing? Did he have a
good summer? Is this
relevant to Lebanon?

politically

Michael Matthews
SES 84

8
coming. I don’t have anything to
wear to a semi-formal and I'm

going to Atlantic City anyway.
Tracy Hart
SES 86

the

U.S.

from

to selectively

the

U.N.

the

Congressman

Jim Leach

a member of the Subcommittee on
Human Rights and International Organizations, correctly attacked this
“have-your-cake-and-eat-it-too” diplomacy as being a prescription for global
anarchy. To selectively withhold funds
is to jeopardize funding for those beneficial U.N. programs— the World Health |
Organization, The U.N. High Commission on Refugees, and the U.N. International Children’s Emergency Fund
+ (UNICEF) to name a few.
3
There are those who advocate a
policy of selective withholding because
“the Soviets do, it.” It is true that
Soviet bloc countries have withheld
$260 million, most of it earmarked for

peacekeeping forces. While the Soviet
Union has withheld money from the
U.N. forces
Emergency
sula, it has
decrease in

in Lebanon and the U.N.
Forces in the Sinai Peninalso seen a corresponding.
its influence in that region

of the world.

;

In short, Senator Kassebaum and
Ambassador Kirkpatrick support poli-

- cies which are short-sighted and contrary to U.S. interests. These remedies
fail to address the fiscal problems of

the U.N. and erode support for U.S.
policies abroad. The United States
must maintain its role within the global
community and not assume a posture
above it.

Chris Knopf is a Junior in the School
of Foreign Service.

‘because of Midterm Break.
compiled by Jonathan Flaum and
Suzanne Work

It doesn’t really matter one way or
the other when homecoming weekend is. You can go home anytime
you want, it's only an extra day.

Mark Sulam
SBA 84
;

5

(R—Iowa),

The HOYA will not publish
next week, October 14,

No, because it’s only a three-day
weekend, not that many people
are going away anywhere. It is better to have an extra day so you
can be more involved in homecoming without losing the whole weekend.
Tom Lee
SBA 86

which U.S. taxpayers support and those
they do not.”

She

encouraged Congress to “distinguish
between U.N. operations and programs

School of Foreign Service.

:

get = They have had problems with turnNo, because the impression
out for homecoming in the past,
here is that homecoming isn’t very
and it seems that to make it on a
important. I received negative pubthree-day weekend will just make
licity about it last year.
~
Kent Wilson
it worse.
SBA 86
Laura Hoffman
GUNS 84

for

withhold funds

age.
Marci

cuts do

not address the real problems of fiscal
management of the U.N. The Ambassador cited three causes for the dramatic increase in U.N. costs over the
past decade: worldwide inflation, the
increase in U.N. peacekeeping troops
and , most importantly, inherent structural problems of the U.N. which
exclude. most member states from
accountability for U.N. funding.

Does it make any difference to you that homecoming
coincides with midsemester break this year ?

Ear.

5

into account. Unfortuantely, this myopic viewpoint has gained acceptance
and assumed a degree of credibility in

It doesn’t make much sense. For
one, it comes up the same time as
midterms. Also, if I had a chance
to stay here for homecoming or go
home, I'd go home for a break.

Latonya Darby
CAS 84

«

HE RECENT MOVEMENT

|

!
:
|
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Many G.U. Grads Have Achieved Prominence

§
*

|

*
&

for the future . .. tomorrow's leaders.”
Yet somehow it is difficult to imagine that one of the inconspicuous
strangers you rub elbows with in the

ICC elevator may
American VIP.

someday

However, Georgetown

be

an

has contrib-

uted a steady flow of leading public
figures since its establishment in 1789.
Politically, the figures of nearly 100
congressmen and senators speak for
themselves. Currently, Georgetown
grads occupy a total of 15 seats in the
House of Representatives. Examples

Ye Ole

the year that author Wil-

ex-Hoya and former secretary of state

liam Peter Blatty left the halls of G.U.
During his four years as an English

Alexander Haig.
The records show that even in 1962,

achieved prominence is Lane Kirkland

major,

during

School,

(SES ’48). As president of the AFL-CIO,

Haig was interested in U.S. defense. In
his dissertation, he urges America to

Kirkland is head of the largest labor
union in the nation. Recently he has
been in the national limelight for his
efforts to get the AFL-CIO to endorse
presidential candidate Walter Mondale

between the covers of the 1950
Domesday,

Blatty

GU

kept

busy

as a fellow

has contributed a

HOYA

i

features writer, and was also

an ardent lover of Shakespeare.

While

his book

last year

of Law

The Exorcist was

released only years ago, Blatty says
that his first idea for the novel came to

him during his senior year in Washington.
Appropriately, the book is set within

‘men include Edward Bennet Williams
(Law 68), a top U.S. attorney. He is

A final name, which has recently
made the pages of Newsweek, is that
of Terry Dolan, a vociferous advocate

of the New Right, and co-ordinator of

live Georgetown Bulldog, which served

5

as mascot at sporting events.

*

former

Hoya

to

f
f

have

early in his bid for the Oval Office.
Kirkland is only the second man in
history to ascend to the top of this
prestigious national organization.
Thus, students of Georgetown, re-

presently president of the Washington
Redskins and chairman of the board
of the Baltimore Orioles.

{

I

as keeper and caretaker of the

Another

“recognize the military challenge which
confronts our nation.”
The list goes on. Other noteworthy

steady flow of public
luminaries...

his

town

1d

&
|
|

“

!

Ryn

It's a common cliche and we've all
heard it before. High school graduation
speakers tell us, college brochures tell
us, and even ads for the U.S. Army
declare that “today’s youth is the hope

{

Citizens for Reagan.
Dolan was well-known at George:

member, the next time that clod from£
your history class approaches you at
. the campus pub... be nice! (You never
know who he/she might become).

he Moose, one of G.
s infamous
alums still haunts The HOYA office.

Sey SPs

HOYA

that he was far more interested in ’
autos and boxing than books.
Another familiar name is engraved

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

include
Vermont
Senator
Patrick
Leahy and New York Congressman
Richard Ottlinger.
Unfortunately, Georgetown has yet
to place an alumnus in the White
House. It was a close call when Lyndon
Johnson enrolled in the Law School,
only to quit after a few night classes.
But, in 1973, a former chief judge of
the U.S. District Court, John Sirica
(Law. 26), smiled from the cover of
Time as Georgetown's own “Man of
the Year.”
Sirica gained notoreity throughout
the five years he sat behind the bench
during Watergate. In his 1979 publi\ cation To Set the Record Straight, he
describes himself as a “mediocre student, terribly shy and timid.”
Furthermore, he finally completed
his education only after dropping out
twice in previous years. Sirica admits

by Lisa Hebb

the cobblestone streets of Georgetown,
and the famous “Exorcist stairs” have
become cocktail party chit-chat.
More recently in the public eye, is

y Sa

—

SMALL DUPONT CIRCLES AREA
luxury hotel seeking front desk person and high auditor with experience on NCR 250. Good commun| ication skills; friendly. Please call
393-3000 between 9 and noon.
Future

Playwrights,

YOURSELF.

EXPRESS

Classes in playwriting

and acting, call 232-4524. New Playwright's Theatre.

PT-TIME SALESPERSON

needed

for an extremely busy retail shop
in Georgetown. Must be energetic,
flexible, and
available
holidays.
Non-smokers only. Call 261-8244.
For EXPERT WORD-PROCESSED
cover letters, resumes, term papers
and theses, call Office Doctor, Inc.
Fast, professional, and inexpensive

service. 223-9439.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for driving child to and from
school. Must have a car. 299-9343
or 951-9652.

TYPING AND EDITING: Unper NN
(near Sears). You deliver and pick
up. Reasonable and efficient. 244-

DOUBLE
spring,

BED
and

with
+
mattress, Bex
frame

$80.00.

338-

2653.

0556.
$599,

ADOPTION. Infertile, loving couple seeks to adopt white infant. We
home, and an opportunity for a
happy and successful life. Call col-

Are

POSITIONS

lect 201-946-0849.

good speaking voice you can solve
your money problems by earning
$5-7 per hour in our North Bethesda telecommunications office. No

PINTO 1975 Manual, AM/FM, A/C,
good

condition,

good

trans.

965-6832.
Sales/Management

AVAILABLE with Frontier Fruit &
Nut Co. Stores in most major malls
in
Baltimore,
Washington,
and
Northern Virginia areas. Call collect 212-621-4799.

have much

Morning

|
Alpha & Omega TYPING SERVICE.

training period. $160+/week.

Travel, Inc. 5531

FT/

and

evenings best but try anytime. Medical expenses paid.

Word Processing, Papers,
Resumes. Call 649-4879.

Get involved!

EXPERT TYPING.

Theses,
/

you

BROKE

ALREADY?!

Hempstead Court,

Springfield, Virginia 22151.

secretary

ous elements. $1.50 double-spaced
page. (Charts subject to negotiation.) Mrs. Rhodes, 363-2553.

If

you're poised and articulate with a

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
and
Word Processing Service. From
$2.00/double
space
page.
10%
Discount to students. 2025 | Street,
NW, Suite 105. (GWU area). 466TYPE. RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY.

high pressure tactics, just a relaxed
atmosphere with flexible hours to
work around your class schedule.
For more information, contact Diane
Miller at 881-0246.

MATH TUTOR. Former GWU faculty available. For appointment, call
525-3847 before 9:30 pm.

HEALTH INSURANCE that fits your
needs and your budget. Call Banker's Life and Casualty agent Sal

FRENCH-SPEAKING STUDENT to
care for 5-year-old daughter in our
home. Weekdays 2:30-6:00 pm.
Own
transportation.
Non-smoker
preferred. Call 466-7800 or 229-

Nigrelli at 949-6808.

9444.

PART TIME JOB with area business
with excellent income opportunity.
Fraternity/sorority affiliation preferred. Send resume to Associated

Load

with long experience in editing and
proofreading. IBM Selectric Il, vari-

to offer—love, a good

ACTIVISTS —Watt and Reagan are
ruining our environment! Clean Water Action Project, a national lobbying group, is hiring dedicated, articulate environmentalists for a citizen outreach campaign to clean up
the Potomac and the Chesapeaks
Bay, and fight toxic wastes. Paid
PT. 638-1196.

COMMANDER SALAMANDER and
p Against the Wall Sales Help
anted. Fashion-oriented people,
full and part time. Apply in person,
1420 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

TUTOR: ; Mathematics,

statistics,

econometrics.
Extensive experience with M.B.A. and Economics
students. Reasonable rates. Call

686-7075.
HALF

- Carol,

PRICE

Bill,

weekdays

CUT & STYLING by
Joseph or John C.,
through December '83

with this ad and student ID—ROBIN |
WEIR AND COMPANY Washington's Numoper
861-0444.

One

Hair

C's CAMPUS CONNECTION Typing Service. "All Typing Work Done".
Dissertations, Theses, Manuscripts;
etc. ALL WORK GUARANTEED
(Presidential Gardens, VA.) Campus
Pick-Up Available. Rush Jobs Also.
Ms. C. Parker. 836-4400, Ext. 498.
THE O.1.R FORUM: A weekly gather-

ing of U.S.

and

Foreign

Making

Room

for New

Merchandise and Offering CloseOut Savings on All Your Electronic
Needs Including:
TV's, Stereos, Small Appliances,

Radios, Calculators, Typewriters,
Blank Tapes and Accessories

* Name Brand Stereo Components—
Turntables, Tape Decks, Tuners and
More—from $40.00 to $400.00
* Calculators from $8.00
* Televisions from $69.00

® HITACHI Sansui JaMITSUBISHI
SONY.

Technics

Many more appliances On Sale & In Stock
CIT

TEE

| SOUND ELECTRONICS
1

1

1

1

OF GEORGETOWN
1401
WE

36TH STREET N.W.
DELIVER

965-7444

NOW OPEN
Monday—Saturday
11 a.m.-6 p.m.
[*HOICE..

students

and professors. This week focusing
on: CHINA, Wed., Oct. 12, 4:005:30 pm, 550 ICC.

SOUND ELECTRONICS
"SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE!
We're

Salon.

SPECIAL —
EJ. Wel ]i
Ted
Blank Tapes
$2.79 each

= SR

hn

-

oes

——

py

AT

625-4554

mR
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Busy Weekend Planned

Le Bistro and Burgers
by Gianna Biondi and John Copeland

-

by Kate Sullivan
HOYA

Staff Writer

This year’s Homecoming

Weekend

has been restructured to unite present
students with alumni for many of the

a

receptions and special events.
Also, said coordinator Kate Riahi,
“We want to emphasize more than just

parties this weekend. For example,
The HOYA Open House is planned

a

with

the intention

change of
members.”

ideas

Other events
same ‘idea are

of having

with

former

an

ex-

staff

scheduled with he
career workshops,

EE

alumni updates on Georgetown, alumni
tours of Nevils and Village B, and the
first Homecoming Cross Country Race.
Registration at the Alumni House at
the corner of 36th and O is from 1 p.m.
to 7 p.m. today.

The weekend's schedule of events
at press time is as follows:
Friday,

1-6 p.m.

October 7

The HOYA Open House for

former staff members will be in Copley
Basement.

HOYA Staff Writer

6-8 p.m.
GUNS is celebrating its 80th
anniversary for alumni only in Riggs

day,” An Update for Alumni will be
shown in the ICC auditorium at 10:30.

and alumni in the New South Faculty
Lounge. Ambassador Jose Sorzano is

Library.

Also

the guest of honor.
8 p.m.
Classes of ’79, 80, '81, ‘82, and

3128 M Street
338-3830

'83 will gather at Homécoming Head-

Reservations suggested
Fairly expensive

7:30-9:30 p.m.
the

A reception hosted by

Alumni

Association

and

the

Alumni Clubs of Metropolitan New
York, Metropolitan Washington, Chicago, and Southern California is being
held in the Galleria of the ICC for

students and alumni. While everyone
is invited, only a limited number

of

free tickets, which are available from

the Alumni

House,

are required

for

admission.

8 p.m. to midnight
House

A BBQ at Alumni

patio is being held for current

members and alumni of the band.

at

10:30

career

campus tours of Nevils and Village B

will leave from the ICC auditorium.
At 12 and 12:30 tours of the new
Business Schoolwill be conducted. All
day long, alumni who have purchased
passes may visit Yates. The Alumni
House has reserved two tennis courts,

one racquetball court and one squash
court for the day.
11 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
There is a tailgate
picnic at the parking lot in front of
Henleville.

3-5

tration is at the event and is open to
students and alumni. Prizes will be

parking lot is the
celebration.

10:30

a.m.-Noon

/
“Georgetown

1 p.m.
versus

Homecoming
Fordham

will

football game
take

place

at

Kehoe field. Tickets are $4 for adults
and $2 for students and children.

p.m.

4 p.m.
To-

in

High Tech (ICC 210B), Entrepreneurship (ICC 211B), and Careers in Social
Change (ICC 216) will be presented
for both students and alumni. All 11:30

Saturday, October 8
9a.m.-Noon
Continued registration at
Alumni House
10-11 a.m. The First Annual Homecoming Cross Country Race will start
at the lower field by the gym. Regisawarded.

workshops

Again

at

the

Henleville

post-game

victory

The Cuban Students Associa-

tion will host a reception for students

quarters

in designated

bars

and

taurants. '79 will meet at Annie's
(corner Wisconsin and M Street), '80
at Charlie’s Georgetown (backroom,
3223 K Street), '81 at The Third Edition
(1218 Wisconsin), ‘82 at Chadwick's

* kk

find

is a fairly wide se-

with orange sauce), all the veal dishes,
and the Blanquette de St. Jacques aux
poireaux— truly delicious scallops in
cream sauce. In addition to the regular
offerings, there are a number of daily

specialties often catering to more exotic tastes (or rather, bizarre tastes)—
featured are cold calf brains, veal

kidneys, and swordfish. If coffee and
dessert is the highlight of your meal,
the Bistro will not disappoint you.
Atmosphere: The lighting is dim,
the conversation soft, the wine light,
but take care that your neighbor's
elbow does not become part of your
Salade Bistro. If your date has left for
the restroom and you feel a smooth
foot gliding up your leg, it may well be
| that bearded gent two tables away. In

other words, though there is a definite
aura of romance, the Bistro may get a

bit cramped, especially on weekends.
Nonetheless, it is one of the nicer
“couples” restaurants in Georgetown,
and equally enjoyable
for larger

groups.

: =

they are quite tasty.
Mr.

Smith’s offers other specials if

one is in the mood for less casual fare.
Among the offerings are quiche lorraine (for you real men out there),

fried oysters, and spaghetti, all at quite
reasonable prices. If you are going to

spend

$13.50 for steak

and

shrimp,

though, you might want more elegant
surroundings. Desserts are limited, but
there is a good selection of coffee.

Atmosphere: Mr. Smith's purports
to be “the friendliest place in town,”
and generally lives up to that claim.
The downstairs/bar area often gets
noisy, hence some people prefer the

upstairs, frequently featuring a pianist.
Mr. Smith’s outdoor dining is one of a
very few in Georgetown, and one of
the restaurant's most appealing char-

acteristics.
A warning

to those

under

twenty-

one: waitresses usually check 1.D.s, so
if you plan on ordering one of the

Price: The average burger costs
around four dollars, but if you would
like to impress your date you might
want to order the Wineburger: a ham-

burger accompanied by a bottle of
1902 St. Emilon (Price $699.00). With

must for fans of fine French cuisine.

a steak and champagne appetite you
may spend more than normal burger-

Mr. Smith's
3104 M Street
333-3104
No reservations
Inexpensive

ites, but rarely over eight dollars per
entree.

* kx

1983

Saturday, October 8
Jpm.-2 am.
McBonough Gumnasinm
518.00/couple; 510.00/5ingle
or

513.00/couple; 57.00/single with S.E.9. card
Tickets at 5.1.0. Box Office
E

manburger (smothered in sauerkraut),
and the Orientalburger (with soy sauce,
onions, and peppers). There is even a

dollars, the cost quickly escalates with
hors d'oeuvres, desserts, and wine. But

Honmeconing

Handicapped Facilities Availabl

a

restaurant’s infamous’ daiquiris, try to
get a waiter (they usually play it cool).

Ultimately, the Bistro Francais is a

Campus sites, as seen through
the lens of Joe Boghossian.:

on

Price: To leave satisfied one should
order a three-course meal ‘and as a
result may spend more than expected.
While the entrees average close to ten

dish sizes become a minor concern in
light of the superior quality of the
food.

Uncommon views of common

“Variations

voyeurs, which comes “dressed only in
a slice of cheese and reclining on a
bed of fresh greens.” While most are
burgerlicious, beneath all the fanfare
is still just ground beef. The same goes
for the sandwiches—for what they are,

can

gret de canard a I'orange (duck wings

HOYA Office
.
Copley
Basement)

The

Nudeburger for you weight-watching

who

9 p.m. The Homecoming Dance will
be in McDonough Arena and is open
to students and alumni. Tickets are
$18 for couples and $10 for singles.

Virgil Funk.

On the

a poor

to anyone

charge and long lines.

at 5:15 p.m. will be given by Rev.
James Redington, S.J. Sunday's 9:45
a.m. mass will be said by Rev. Denis
Braduy, 11:00 a.m. by Rev. Royden
Davis, S.J., and 12:15 p.m. by Rev.

specialties:

dish on the menu of this superb French
lection of both meat and seafood;
especially recommended are the Mar-

Alumni are welcome at all Dahlgren
Chapel masses. Saturday’s Vigil mass

The

burger (covered with chili), the Ger-

(3295 M Street). Alumni should plan
to arrive at 8 p.m. to avoid cover

Sunday, October 9

food:

Theme,” for you multinational buffs, |
includes the Greekburger (with feta
cheese and sliced olives), the Mexican-

Xx

restaurant. There

Features
Meeting *
4:30 p.m.

Bring Story Ideas*
~ With You!!!

spectacular.

Quality of food: Par excellence. Kudos

(3205 K Street), and '83 at Winston's

of

whole, the food is good, though rarely

Le Bistro Francais

res-

Quality

hamburgers and sandwiches.

/

Mr. Smith’s is a fun, lively, casual
place which aspires to be nothing more.
and succeeds.

|
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~ A Quick History Of A Georgetown Tradition
editorial page as it has done so for all
of the paper's 64 years.

by John Reagan
HOYA

Editor Emeritus

large index card), the Hilltopper boast-

In its early days, editorials stressed
campus concerns. By the late 1930's,
international news dominated opinion,
with the HOYA strongly advocating
neutrality. That disappeared after Dec.
7, 1941, and for the rest of the war
pro-Allied positions were dutifully followed. Yet The HOYA was lucky

ed it was “the smallest newspaper

enough to continue publishing during

Campus journalism

can trace itself

back to 1824 and a hand-written sheet
called the Minerva, but more tangible
evidence'leads to 1919. It was on April

%

of that year that The Hilltopper debuted. At 47x6” (about the size of a
in

the war, even when much of the University turned itself- over to Army
training which was on the campus.
From the post-war years through the
1960's, campus issues returned, often
without any of the “bite” editorials
exhibit today. “Big” editorials of the
day were issues such as warm milk in
the dining halls and a ban on khaki
shorts on Healy Lawn. But the late 60's
changed that. The HOYA
was as

conservative a force as existed on the
campus, much to the ire of the Left at
GU. Their displeasure almost set Old
North ablaze (again!) when thousands

‘with Fr. Nevil's blessing,
topper
was
discontinued

Students Against

|FATHER

|

the Hilland
re-

BECKER'S

FUNERAL HELD

War,

U.S.

1920.
Mickler

~

had

established

a strong

success. Its early history made national headlines on Feburary 3, 1921. That
- morning, the historic Old North build-

©

editor Leo Casey (C "21) rushed to the

ea Dance; Largest Ball Since 1942

printer

to prepare

story.

gat aconsuction
ON WEARENED 10WER

The

for the sanctioning

clude the HOYA had “inside information” of a fire!

The
town's

Minerva

~

More success soon followed, for by

1930 The HOYA had won College
Paper of the Year Honors by the

National Scholastic Press Association.
~ Special

issues on the inauguration

TeBoya
" Ruling Ends Student Boycott Threat
EE]

’

GBoya

Features, page 7

R.O.T.C. Credit Fight Forecast

X
G

pas

Return Of The Jedi

‘Crew Wins Dad Vails

Arts, page 8

Hova #
a

mencement Speal

1

of

Fr. Nevils and the tercentenary of the
Jesuits in America won both campus
“and regional acclaim. Clearly, the new

paper was on its way.
~The HOYA's format was static until

Graduate School Departments Face

: Elimination By Board

= GU Leadership Conference Held:

Macke

Desires Increased Communication

Raises

Of Di

Prices

1936, when the 1014"x12!4" paper grew
5 to 11%"x15%" and also grew from 8 to

12

pages

weekly.

The

size

was

to

S.E.C. Back on Feet;
New He:
Nominated
Board Of Editors

‘remain constant for forty years, until

“the current

13157x21" broadsheet size

arrived in 1976. And the HOYA
“drawn

by

Al

Reid

(C

21),

was

[OY A Sweeps 83 Bunn
Journalism Competition

logo,
the

paper's symbol (with 1946 and 1953-55

|

Viewpoint

just a few years of existence.
Ye Domesday Booke (1908- )-Picking
up where Hodge-Podge left off, the Law
School published the first YDB in 1908.
The publication added the College in
1915, and the other schools of the University in 1921. Although a number of
yearbooks have existed among various
schools, such as the SES’ Protocol from
the mid-40’s through 1971, and the
Nursing school’s, Caduceus, YDB remains the official undergraduate yearbook.
Georgetown Law Review (1913-) Beginning a tradition of scholarly review
by its students seventy years ago, the
Law Review is considered among the
nation’s finest legal journals today.

The Hilltopper (1919)-The first news-

paper of its kind at GU, the Hilltopper

publication in spite of a small staff and

ran for eight months

a dwindling budget.
The Journal (1983- ) Borrowing on
the historic College Journal name, the
magazine plans to appear later this fall,
featuring short stories and other student
contributions.

until it was dis-

yagi

- Georgetown and her alumni
Share a vital interest in each
other. Each trusts the other to
maintain and preserve the

traditions and beliefs that each
considers valuable. What
Georgetown Is affects every
alumnus. What each alumnus
Is reflects on Georgetown.

~The Alumni Association stands
ready to serve—you and the
University —at all times, in all

FOR THE BEST
SELECTION
IN NIKE
SHOES& APPAREL
IN THE WASHINGTON AREA
NIKE GEORGETOWN
“The Only Nike Only Store”
3221

M Street, NW.

Washington,

(202) 333-1505

D.C. 20007

ways,
Welcome
GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

as an

Voice became “the campus newsmagazine.” From good times to bad, the
Voice still endures.
“three sisters” 1972-1981) The amalgamation of the College Journal, Viewpoint. Courier. ' and the Georgetown
Quarterly, “three sisters” was the campus’ magazine for literature and poetry
until lack of interest killed it 10 years
later.
Georgetown.
International
News
(1972-1978)-Established as an alternative
for international discussion, the News
published on its own for a year before
becoming a supplement in The HOYA
in 1974 and disappearing in 1978.
Saxifrage (1973-) GU’s poetry pamphlet. Saxifrage enters its tenth year of

Measure (1932-1933)-A much-awaited
poetry magazine by students of the

head while Reid's logo still graces the

(1960-1971)-Begin

began this liberally oriented tabloid in
the heat of the Vietnam era. In 1976, in
a response to a different readership, the

This effort, too, failed after

ary.

(C 79) adorns the mast-

to last but one

opinion-oriented journal, the Viewpoint
appeared intermittently throughout its
eleven year existence.
z
The Law Weekly (1963- ) Georgetown Law Center students began this
small weekly to keep law students informed twenty years ago.
Outlook (1965)-An opinion journal
by Languages and Linguistics students,
it lasted one semester.
Georgetown Voice (1969- ) Dissident
, staffers from a conservative HOYA

banded in Decmeber of 1919 and renamed The HOYA the following Janu-

A the exceptions) from 1920 through
1981. The current logo, drawn by Chris

McDonough

College.

Sports, page 10

SENIOR

rrr

(1901-1905) GU's first

was

Courier (1953-1971)-Published by SFS
students, the monthly Courier acted as
the East Campus alternative to the
College-dominated HOYA
for nearly
20 years. It too was merged and eliminated in 1971, along with the Journal,
and two other magazines.

was a small fact sheet hand-

attempt at a chronicle of the year's
events was attempted by students of the

1939

College Measure
year.

Minerva
(1824-1825)-Georgefirst known
publication, the

tence.
Hodge-Podge
Some Restaurant Ideas

coming and spur a renewed interest in
this important occasion in the pages of.
the HOYA.

of GU-Catholic’s

Blue and Gray (1892-1893)-A collec-

Ea 5 fire, leading some to erroneously con-

to enter another chapter in its

remarkable history with 1983's Home-

fought

tion of works by a College poetry class,
it saw only one academic year of exis-

could not believe that the HOYA
printed the story within hours of the

SE

occasion. In 1966, The HOYA

fire as the lead story, beating all of the

local dailies. (The story eventually
made the Associated Press). Skeptics

fh

The

appeared that evening with the

HOYA

it

the

issues.

copied by College, students. It disappeared a year later, however.
Georgetown College Journal (18721971)-The first real publication of the
College, the Journal was GU'’s longest
running publication. A chronicler of
news, alumni events, short stories, and
poetry, the Journal served Georgetown
for almost a century. Budgetary restrictions were put into effect in 1960, and
the magazine never saw its 100th birthday, folding in the spring of 1971.

OF STUDENT COUNCIL
7

earliest

History of Publications at Georgetown

FR NARI TOBE HEAD

GEORGETOWN ALUMNI COUNCIL (REATED
T0 COORDINATE WASHINGTON GROUPS
a
Hi

to the

hopes

Had In Throo Yoar Untied War Effort

ing caught ablaze. In an amazing feat,

return

dwindled since the mid-70’s, the paper

Mask and Bauble Club to Start
Arthur Behrens\Memorial Fund

LOOK WHO'S ERE!

football's

was given top billing in The HOYA.
Many issues of the 1930's and 40's were
awash in blue ink in honor of the

”

~ base, for the new paper was an instant

NCAA

first

christened The HOYA on January 14,
Ss

for

the

HOYA’s

[nmsdwms | Hoyas Unite at Statler Ball and Roosevelt

Tackents fa Lie of Beloved Treas:
‘rer Recalled By HOYA

to

Homecoming, GU vs. Lehigh in 1925,

LONG AWAITED REUNION WEEKEND SOON

Entry Into

National Poll Reveals

back

Quad on March 6, 1969. During the
1970's, HOY A opinion was less ideaological, but the advent of investigative
reporting at the HOY A caused tougher
editorials not asking, but demanding
that students have a greater role in the

T-Hoya

he

relationship,

of HOY As burned atop bonfire in the

tor-in-Chief. Late in 1919, Mickler con. served more than The Hilltopper. And

special

match as a “game” rather than a
“scrimmage”, setting wheels in motion
Hilltop in 1970.
And while Homecoming issues have

‘the world.” It was much too small for
Joseph Mickler
(C20), HilltopperEdivinced W. Coleman Nevils, S.J., Dean
~ of the College, that Georgetown de-

University.
Returning to Homecoming, football
and the HOYA have always enjoyed a

Back Alumni!
$v
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Features

~ A Photo Essay: The Jefferson Memorial

Thave swom tipon the altar of God eternal hostility
against any form of tyranny over the mind of man.”
Thomas Jefferson

Hoya photographer Tyrone Turner takes a look at one of the nation’s most famous monuments.

TIME IS RUNNING OdT!
The BEST Bargain at Georgetown
STUDENT SEASON TICKETS

Welcome Back
Alumni

16 HOME BASKETBALL GAMES
ONLY $48.00
(Including FREE Roundtrip Transportation to the Capital Center)

Last year over 2,600 Georgetown students enjoyed watching Georgetown basketball in person. Make sure you don’t
miss this exciting season of 16 home games including

Villanova, St. John’s, Syracuse, Brigham Young
and many others. Pick up your student season ticket form
at the Sports Promotions Office on the Second Floor of
McDonough Arena.
For further information call : 625-HOYA.

Office of Financial
_—

Affairs

{
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INFORMATICS

GENERAL

it

in-cheek. I particularly liked the scene
where a deranged Carrera forces Bond
to write that she was the best woman

en Barbara Carrera and Kim Bassinger,
but was postponed officially to finish
the special effects work. The fact that
Octopussy, the latest Roger Moore

the role of Largo,

SPECTRE

henchman

the wealthy

out to control

THE JAMES BOND FILMS
Starring Sean Connery:
(1962)

Ross University

Dr. No (1963)
From Russia With Love (1964)

Goldfinger (1965)
Thunderball (1967)
Diamonds are Forever (1971)
Never Say Never Again (1983)

are taught in English by outstanding faculties from the U.S. Also financial aid
;

SCHOOL

CORPORATION

OF MEDICINE

Starring George Lazenby:

+ American Medical School Curriculum 78.4% pass rate ECFMG by Ross grads. We
have affiliations and working Symons in more than 40 hosputats in the US where

On Her Majesty's Secret Service (1969)

our students do their third and

Starring David Niven and

fourth years of clinical clerkships« Accredited« Listed

in Directory of Medical Schools. World Health Organization « Over 90% of our
Graduates are doing their residency in U.S. Hospitals.

SCHOOL

OF VETERINARY

Woody Allen:
Casino Royale (1967)

MEDICINE

Starring Roger Moore:
Live and Let Die (1973)
The Man with the Golden Gun (1974)
The Spy Who Loved Me (1977)
Moonraker (1979)
i
For Your Eves Only (1981)

« American Veterinary School Curriculum = Accredited and listed in AVMA Directory.

Portions of curriculum taught on campus in St. Kitts and in the US 3% years

veterinary medicine program. Transfer applications accepted. All applicants should

write to: Ross University, Clarence Butler, Director P.O. Box 266. Roseau,
Dominica, W.1, or Caribbean Admissions, Inc., 16 West 32 St., Dept. 1, New York,

Ny
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OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Octopussy (1983)
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“Prayerful Assurance”
Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly, preaching

lenses.

prescriptions.

correct

@®17 years of examination
and fitting experience

OT

57%

1
UNS

St. William Chapel, Copley Hall

are at your service.

g

The Gift of Good Eyesight . .. ..

<

Pearle will help you preserve and protect it.
You can expect a thorough eye examination by a doctor of
optometry. You can expect us to fill your prescription with
care and

precision.

You

can

expect

a trained

stylist to

help select the frames that make you look your best.
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WORSHIP

Oct. 9-10:30 a.m.

SECOND

SUNDAY SERIES:

“The Flying Scotsman” a documentary sequel to
“Chariots of Fire”
Oct. 9—1:30 pm, 201A White— Gravenor
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@Our professional
optometrists provide
thorough eye
examinations

EOE OTROS

Protestant Campus Hinistry
SUNDAY

We specialize
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»
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@We also have ultraviolet

oily

:

1

users.

GEORGETON UNTFERSITY
IN

B

eyewear and/or contact

types of contact lenses.
Special Display
eyewearTerminal
for
Video

J

Call for reservations

1
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Limit one discount per couple

I georgetown

|show your student 1.D.
card and get $15.00 off
any complete pair of

Jonges.
.

1
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OPENING SPECIAL . . .

.
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'

Georgetown University

hour or longer

a

J

a few blocks from

x

October 7 thru 15.

1

{

Eyewear Styles are just

a 3 California hot tub experience

TAT

‘Klaus Maria Brandauer, the star of
the acclaimed foreign film Mephisto,

TS A

had a lot to do

with the delay.

SR TRA

that he ever had the pleasure of sleeping with. But the result is a very
explosive scene, which could easily
have proven to be only silly.
I did miss the opening James Bond
credits and the traditional theme music, but these are minor points. Connery's back, and he's wonderful. That's
good enough reason to hope that he
will Never Say. Never Again.

Bond entry, was also slated to open in

esays

= OR OH

acting is ‘wonderful. The heroes are
brave, the adventure properly tongue-

BS

time. Wonder what UA has to say
about that!
Everything clicks in this film. The

eer

the double zeroes (those agents who
are licensed to kill) years ago, implying,
at least, that all the Moore films aren't
really about James Bond, since he
hasn't been licensed in quite some

referring to Connery’s previous vow
never to play Bond again.
The movie was originally going to’
open in June, as witnessed by a March
Playboy pictorial featuring Bond wom-

June, also probably

en
Bes tion An
~~ Rem
VE

film implies that "M" has deactivated

country with a stable government and friendly relations with the U.S.A. All courses
available.

Rockville, MD 20852
770-3000
AN EQUAL

after

Ross University offers superior courses of study Jasding 0
qualified degrees in Medicine and Veterinary Medicine
School is located on the beautiful Caribbean Island of Dominica, an English- ain

6011 Executive Boulevard

news isbn

especially

TR

J -

years,

a

Immediate full-time temporary opportunities available to
abstract, index and catalog documents.
Positions involve reading documents and hand recording information
from a variety of sources.
‘Qualified candidates will have excellent verbal and written communication
~ skills and at least two years of college.
Training is provided. Starting rate is $5.00/hour.
Applicants are encouraged to come by our office between
8:30 am. and 4:00 p.m.
to complete an application and receive further information.

several

producer/lawyer Jack Schwartzman,
McClory eventually won his battle and
proceeded with the shooting of Never
Say Never Again. It was Connery’s
* wife who came up with the film's title,

sex scenes in this one, at last count),
and amusingly flippant when dealing
with his over-bearing bureaucratic superiors. Not only the women, but also
the required exotic locales are present, as the plot progresses from Great
Britain to Nassau, Monte Carlo, and
North Africa. Add to these two ingredients a psychotic bent on blackmailing the world and you have the
makings
of a superior
adventure
movie.
The plot may sound reminiscent of
Thunderball, the 1965 Bond film which

— DOCUMENT
CODERS
SHORT TERM TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

one loves to hate. Basinger, on the
other hand, while extremely attractive,
doesn’t do very much acting at all.
She's supposed to look beautiful, and
that’s just what she does.
The distinguished British actor Edward Fox plays “M", Bond's superior.
An interesting twist is added as the

excessive competition. With the aid of

of

a

called, of course, World

TY

swarms

including

the dark-haired evil beauty Fatima
Blush, one of the few Bond women

was announced that Connery was will:
ing to return to the part, for fear of

beautiful women (at least four smooth

it presents,

legal battle which enabled the film to
be made. The Executive Producer of
Thunderball, Kevin McClory, had participated in the writing of the film with

for

venge, and Extortion), charming when

that

Domination, where losing can be quite
a shock. Carrera is very impressive as

coli, the producers of the other Bond
films, kept the production in litigation

filmgoers alike.
Those weaned on Roger Moore's
interpretation of the Ian Fleming superspy may be shocked by the suave,
subtle wit and strength brought to the
role by its originator. Connery looks
as if he had never left. He's confident
when clobbering the villanious hordes
of SPECTRE (Special Executor for
Counter-Intelligence, Terrorism, Reprerequisite

nology

video-game

Ian Fleming, and had a contract which
allowed him the rights to make the
film. United Artists and Cubby Broc-

a pleasant surprise to Bond fans and

the

Von Sy-

dow) hijack some nuclear missles and
hold the free world for ransom. The
similarity stems from a complicated

a

Having last

appeared as Bond in 1971's Diamonds
are Forever, Connery’s return twelve
years later proves to be both a treat and

seducing

the world. In fact, Largo provides the
film with much of the up-to-date tech-

TRI

bad-guy extraordinaire Max

Bond is back, and believe it or not,
he’s better than ever. The long awaited
return of Sean Connery, the original
Agent 007, has come at last in the
just-released Warner Brothers film

Never Say Never Again.

led

by the evil Blofeld (here portrayed by

Associate Editor

TTR

also starred Connery; SPECTRE,

by Don Murphy
HOYA

Ar

Connery Returns As 007

Your eyes are precious, a gift beyond
them to just anyone.

price. Don’t trust

Dr. Jay Rubin
Optometrist

| PEARLE
vision

center

. 1908 K Street, N.W. (at 19th and K)
: Washington, D.C.

296-1226

:
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In Brainstorm In A Teacup

by Gil Tenzer
Staff
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Natalie Wood in a new movie?
folks,

anything

is possible

RR

are

rather

of the ma-

innocent,

in

Tinsel Town. You'll recall that Wood

Soon

drowned under shady circumstances
over a year ago. She had nearly finished
shooting her role in Brainstorm at the
time of her demise. MGM was quite
content to collect the production cost
reimbursement from the insurance
company and scrap the project. Producer/director Douglas Trumbull did
not share MGM's feelings and eventual
ly managed to talk the company into
allowing him ‘to finish shooting the
film as well as distributing it. And so,
over a year later, Brainstorm is finally
being released.

getting ugly. The two biggies, death
and sex (ranking is optional), are
tackled. To make things worse, the big
bad corporation, headed by its sinister
chairman (Cliff Robertson), starts production for military purposes. Our
brave scientists oppose this development and are forced off the project. It
will suffice to say that they retaliate.

The ‘plot centers on two scientists.
played by Christopher Walken (7he
Deerhunter) and Louis Fletcher, as
they achieve a tremendous scientific
breakthrough: a machine that taps into
a person's mind and records thoughts
and perceptions. The effect is that
rather than employing only one or two
senses as one does. for example, while
watching a movie, a multi-sensory experience is achieved, the equivalent of
personal experience.

This romantic subplot is occasionally

MEL

enough,

however,

things

3 The Club:
BANDS 3 BUCKS!

Ieee Ci rp

A

/.Cabal (formerly Null Set)

& The Pressure oys (Lowsville, KY)
ARO
TR rer
R.EM. w/ THE F {aie
ERY ctive (featuring Mitch

EL

start

|

AL ACT

ae
CRA TI
Double Dose Psychedelia 4 Bucks A Hit
BIVle les AR

LVR

Halt] er

Two Shows:8:& 11, Tickets

EARN
While you

LEARN... OUR COLLEGE INTERNS
AVERAGE $9.00 AN HOUR

ere)

Saturday 8

Jamaican Rap)

On'Sale

11 & Wednesday 12
Lx]
1:

The Original Video Dance Party Is:Still The Best

Ask how you can earn while
you learn—as a Northwestern
agent.

You

work

part-time,

NEW MUSIC AMERICA AT 9:30

WARREN

a

[CHAZ ITE TB FoR BT TRA
aad sige TICKETS ONLY $15 FOR ALL 3 LL]
Tickets On Sale For

RA

T-BONE BURNETT
PEE"WEE HERMAN ot Gaston Hall
THE CRAMPS
LORDS OF THE'NEW. CHURCH

AT

full-

KEN LEMONS
524-9300

OLIVER LAKE'S JUMP. UP
ye Reqoee)
w/ Elliot Sharp (Mutant Guitarwork B
Vee]
STING (featuring Leroy Jenkins)
w/ Harmolodica (Intuitive Body Music)

RTT

college

classes

INTERVIEWING NOW!

w/ Chris Vine (Ex-Egoslavia; Ex-Scientific Americans)
Saturday 15

RR

Mutual

attend

time. A limited number of internships are still
available.

Tuesday 11 thru Friday 14
NON-STOP VIDEO CABARET
Featuring State’ Of The Tube Video Art
& The Latest New'Musi¢ & Performance Art Videos
ALL WEEK FROM 2PM TIL 9PM!
Friday 14
LOVERS (featuring Arto: Lindsay) *

z

Sitting in a plush hotel suite. fielding

town.

Friday 7

Writer

questions from a group of college
jouranlists, Malcom McDowell may
have felt slightly miscast in the role of
interviewee.
The British film and stage actor was
in town to promote his latest film
Cross Creek. There was just one problem: he appears on screen for a single
five minute scene. The film's real star
is McDowell's wife Mary Steenburgen,
who plays Pulitzer Prize-winning writer Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. The
movie details her move from New
York to rural Florida circa 1928, and
her gradual acclimatization to a new
lifestyle.
McDowell briefly lends support as
Maxwell Perkins, the editor who convinces aspiring author Rawlings to
forget about Gothic romances and
focus instead on the real-life dramas of
her rustic neighbors.
McDowell is not in the least apologetic about his role. "I'm an actor, not
a star. There's no such thing as a small
part. I'm proud of what I do, whether
the shooting last eight weeks or two
days.”
Perkins, he notes, was a “giant in
American publishing. He actually suggested plotlines to Hemingway and
Fitzgerald.
“For the movie he had to be a man
of substance, a charismatic figure. He
probably wasn’t in real life. though.
Actually, he wore little spectacles and
was a quiet, unassuming fellow.”
“My technique is not to do a lot of
looking up on the character I'm playing. You have to service the writer of
the script.”

referred to, but never really developed.
Performing a final balance sheet
analysis, the movie has good direction
and visual effects (Trumbull did the
visual eftects for 200/; A Space
Odyssey and Star Trek) as its main
assets. On the liability side, it lacks a
cohesive plot and a punch at the end.
Brainstorm is currently playing at the
K-B MaCarthur theatre in George-

COLNE Boasts 20 Magazine)

Tuesday
LL

HOY A Staff

Meanwhile, what happened to poor
Natalie? Well, her marriage to the
scientist (Walken) is falling apart. Yet,
in times of crisis, true love always
triumphs, and the old spark is renewed.

w/ Brickhouse Burning (Farewell
Two Shows 8 & 11 Tickets On Sale

|

by Greg Kitsock

Walt

Disney-type. functions. "Mind tapes”
are recorded to experience race car
driving, gliding and rollercoasters.

One Show Fehr

er

| Malcolm McDowell Talks

initial applications
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Promoting Cross Creek

Natalie Wood Returns?
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Arts

NEGRI, C.L.U.

General Agent

The Quiet Company
NORTHWESTERN

MUTUAL

One thing is necessary for McDowell,
however: "I always find a way to like
the character I play, even if he’s a
moral bastard.”
This was the case with Alex, the
sadistic, throughly amoral hero of A
Clockwork Orange. “1 brought a human element to the picture. I tried to
make Alex’s lifestyle enjoyable. He
- takes pleasure in everything he does,
and that’s infectuous.”
“With A Clockwork Orange 1 wanted to find a style of playing that was
almost Shakespearean. It was Richard
IIL, actually .... Real. but not realist-

* McDowell

feels his purest film per-

formance was his first. He played Mick
Travis, a rebellious student at a strict
boys’ school in If (1969). McDowell
played the same character as an adult
in two subsequent films, O Lucky Man
(1974) and this year’s Britannia Hospital. Although he is the central figure
in the first two, his Mick Travis char-

acter has a much reduced role in the
third. the star of that one is the hospital
itself, a bastion of socialized medicine

thrown

into chaos shortly before a

visit by the queen. Travis appears as
an investigative reporter who meets a
grisly end long before the picture's
end.
“The story is not about Travis,”
claims McDowell. "I did it for Lindsay
Anderson (the director of the trilogy)
as a sort of favor. I got a letter asking
if I would take the part, but saying that
‘we can’t pay you.’ I did it because I

owe my career to Lindsay.”
McDowell says he is happy with the
marketing strategy for Cross Creek.
“They're opening it small, letting it
find its audience.”

One film McDowell is not eager 0
discuss is Caligula, in which he played
the title role. Penthouse publisher Bob
Guccione (the film's producer) inserted
explicit sexual scenes after McDowell
completed filming, turning the film
‘from a historical drama into a porno
flict.
“Now I know what a woman feels
like when she’s been raped,” states

McDowell.

film.

He

adds

“Abysmal,”
ironically

he’ calls

that

Caligula

the

:

is

“the biggest hit of my career” in the
sense that it grossed more money than
any of his other releases.

McDowell's

next project will be a

film adaptation of the Thomas Mann
novelette Mario and the Magician. a
political allegory about an unscrupu-

lous hypnotist who dupes and humiliates members of his audience Once
again, wife Steenburgen will costar.
Filming

starts in January.

0

In the meantime. McDowell stars in Ce
a CBS TV special on King Arthur. to

be

aired

October

29.

He's

a real ©

romantic. and 1 never really played
that type of character before.”

2

LIFE © MILWAUKEE
|
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+ Healy Basement and the Puband Café
elcome back our outstanding alumni of the Class of 83
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Just to name a few
Foster Arata
Joe Argilagos
John Bermel

Kenny Galvin

Don Bruckner

Sarah Jackson

Bob Nuzzo
Greg Postian
Michael Quinland
Cathy Reid

Tony Cheevers

Jim Jones

Carrie Rothaug

Fansie Connelly

Laura Maher
John Mariano
Martha Mast

Nana Salazar
Jean Senatore

Claire Mauboussin

Sheila Sullivan
Pete Ziobro

Cindy
Dave
Dave
Mary

Elsner
Fallon
Garber
Ellen Gaus

Lori Graves

Chris Hoeffel

Kevin Smead

Marianne McCahill

Pe

ven

... we miss you all so very much!
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Sports
at

27:45

of

minutes

the

first

later,

half.

Just

however,

two

Catholic

struck back as upperclassmen Bob
Brooksbank and Vince Kavanaugh fed
teammate Brian Aziz whose shot sailed
past GU starting goalkeeper Don Wall
to tie the score at 1-1. With under four
minutes to go in the match, Reza

of 2-1 to D.C. rival Catholic University

on Thursday, September 29, and tied
Mary Washington University 2-2 on
Saturday, October 1.
“I think that we should have won
Marzai dashed the spirit of the Hoyas
both games,” noted disappointed coach
‘with the winning score for Catholic U.
Mike Dillon after practice on Monday | off of an assist from Vince Kavanaugh,
his second assist of the game.
of this week. “I'm a little upset about
the losses because we could have so
After the defeat, Coach Dillon felt
easily been four and two (four wins
that, “We dominated 75% of the game.
and two losses) and that would have
the first goal was (due to) a mixup in
equalled our number of wins for the
the back, and on the winning goal
past two years.”
there was a lack of communication
In their loss to Catholic on Thursbetween the goalkeeper and the defense.” In all, Catholic University took
day..the Hoyas broke a 0-0 deadlock
when freshman forward/midfielder Joe
14 shots to Georgetown'’s 13, while GU

ET

goalkeeper, Don Wall, had a difficult
time| stopping forward Bill Lohr of:
Mary - Washington. Lohr contributed
the first two goals of the match, the
first unassisted at 6:03, and the second:
on an assist by Chris Hamil at 37:59.
Coach Dillon told his team at halftime
that, “The two goals by Mary Washington were the result of two mistakes

*

send the game into overtime. Center
forward Geoff Mills and left wing

Ishmael Gonzalez created the first GU
score by moving the ball downfield |
and passing to Senior Mike Scanlon,
players on

beat Mary

Wash-

ington goalkeeper Chris Roberson just
3:37 into the half. “Of all the players

Yes, both my socks match, so rush me the following “Your Kind of
Taste” Sportswear.

on the team,” Coach Dillon remarked,
“the one player I'm truly happy with is
Mike Scanlon. He might not have the

oY
Oly.
Oly
ly.
Qy.
Allow four weeks for delivery.

most skill on the team, but he plays
aggressively and he's got alot of heart.”
Completing the Georgetown comback, Andy Bellwoar tied the match
with his first score of the season at
72:04 on an assist from Ted Polk, who
has two assists for the year. Both
squads failed to put the ball in the net
during two
ten
minute
overtime,
periods, and the game ended in a 2-2
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Dillon

added,

“we

were

not

nesday, October 5) and Howard (University, Saturday, October 8). Howard
will probably be in the top twenty in
the country. But we played well against
both teams last year, and I think we
can beat both of them.” With a 2-3-1
record after three weeks of the 1983
soccer season, Coach Dillon remains
an eternal optimist.
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aggressive in the back, we lacked concentration, and we seemed to be waiting for the other team to do something
instead of going from the whistle. And
the refereeing on Saturday was the
worst we've had this season.”
“We've got two tough games coming
up against Loyola (University, on Wed-

©
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THE UNCOMMON
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Georgetown and Mary Washington
had 18 and 12 shots, respectively, while
Wall recorded 3 and Rabassa 2 saves,
and Roberson stopped 11. “Again,”

L-
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words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportswear today. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sandwiches over the sink.

¥

As the second half began, however,

the Hoyas rallied to tie the score and

the team. Scanlon

Yes! Now you can acquire good taste for a
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visors
that say ‘Dos Equis.”” After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign
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on our part.”

one of the most improved
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the net for his first goal of the season
month of
the memUniversity
the score
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The first days of the
October proved unlucky for
bers of the Georgetown
soccer team, as they lost by

TT
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“It’s been so long since last we met...

"The Deans and Chairmen of the School of Languages
‘and Linguistics welcome back the alumni.

1:

We've heard those loyal fellows up at
Yale
Brag and boast about their Boolaboola.

1. It's been so long since last we met,
Lie down forever, lie down,
Or have you any money to bet,

XEROX
9

FIGHT SONG

Lie down

Self-Service
Copies

S5¢
No Minimum

We've heard the Navy yell;

Rah, rah, rah! Hoorah for
Georgetown!
Cheer for victory today!
Ere the sun has sunk to rest,

Cross,

We've listened to Cornell;
We've heard the sons of Harvard tell
How Crimson lines can hold them.
Choo-choo,
The

proud

rah, rah, dear old Holy
old

Princeton

Tiger

is

never at a loss.
\
But the yell of all the yells,
The yell that saves the day,
Is the "HOY A-HOYA SAXA" of the

In the cradle of the West.
In the clouds we'll proudly float the
Blue and Gray.

dear old Blue and Gray.

TITY

10% Discount on Printing
With this HOYA ad
Offer expires October 27, 1983
Curry Copy Center
of Arlington
-1515 North 27th Street
Arlington (Rosslyn), VA

forever, lie down.

2. There goes old Georgetown,
Straight for a rebound,
See how they gain ground,
Lie down forever, lie down,
- Lie down forever, lie down.
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netminders Don Wall and Al Rabassa
made five and two saves, respectively,
and Catholic goalie Joe Cerullo accounted for eight stops.
During the first half against Mary
Washington,
Georgetown’s
starting

yd TN

Gump deposited a nicely-executed pass
from Senior Ted Polk into the back of

by Joseph DiLeo
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Hoya Soccer Has Rocky Week

Deans

James E. Alatis, Dean
Jose M. Hernandez, Associate Dean
Ann Davis-Gerarden, Assistant Dean
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Barbara Stowasser, Arabic

,

Michael J. McCaskey, Chinese/ Japanese
James E. Lasollette,

a

Michelle Morris

|

Alfred Obernberger, German

rr
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $575 a month while you attend. That's
in addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees.
it’s all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?
If you're selected for a Physician Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or
Air Force—you’re commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,
and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity
of patients and have opporiunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.
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+ Golfers Face Obstacles
Joseph C.
y

pa

>

This lack of success, however, does

Busy

:
Among the multitude of varsity sports
that exist at Georgetown, many go

K

&
&
.
F

virtually
so much
sity Golf
of nine

unnoticed, but perhaps none
as the Georgetown UniverTeam. Presently consisting
young men, the Hoya golf

they approach the final games. In the = Friday, Men's Open Champion vs.
Men's Dorm League, 6th Harbin is
Men's Undergrad Champion. Look for
clearly dominating the league.In fact,
results in upcoming issues of The
until Friday , September 30, their
HOYA.

team finished its short fall season with

in

distance from campus. Because of this,

Gaithersburg,

Maryland,

a

good

Tournament.

talented

The team, which has Division I
status, is presently coached by Tom

practiced every day, are lucky to get

spring season, is headed by team captain Chuck Loncon of Savannah, Georgia. Besides Loncon, the Georgetown
golfers competing in the Big East
Tournament were Bill Lynch, Joe Carbonara, Neil Kinney, and Steve Gyde
who led the team with a team low

86,84.

players

who

in high

closest

school

out and play once a week.
Many other schools with competitive
Division I squads have golf courses
more conveniently located where they

can practice more

frequently. Other

schools, (like American) also have the

advantage

of

luring

good

golfers

through recruitment efforts and scholarship money, something GU does not
have the funding to do. Loncon cited
another problem
that most other
schools do not have to deal with: “We
constantly lose players because of
° exams and tests so it’s impossible to
have a solid team for every match.”

The/Hoya golf team has also faced a
problem in the form of manpower.

Besides the Big East Tournament,
the Hoyas participated in two other
matches in which they were defeated
by Mary Washington University and

Three of the team’s best players last
season graduated last spring and the
description Loncon gave of them as

American University respectively. Although they managed to finish only

“hard to replace” has been literally
quite true. Although the nine man

four strokes behind Mary Washington,
they were handily defeated by American in the Hoyas only “home” match
of the fall season. The sixth place
finish out of seven teams in the Big

squad contains two newly-found seniors, other players have turned away

because of the time element involved

«

East Tournament was one better than

in practicing. There are presently no
freshmen on the team, although a
number have shown an interest in

k
|
f

their last place finish of a year ago.

joining in the spring.
®

°

Volleyball Wins Again
HOYA

L

Staff Writer

The volleyball team, showing why
it is ranked so highly, scored a hardfought 3-1 victory Wednesday over
George Washington University.
Georgetown moved out to an early
lead in the first game of the match,
behind five service points from senior
Karen McGlothlin. George Washington responded by scoring seven unanswered points to make the game
close. G.U. recovered, however, and
won the game 15-10 when an attempted spike by GW landed in the net on
game, point.
The Hilltoppers once again moved
out to a big lead early in the second
game, only to have GW fight back to

sixteen-point

Friday,

in

an

win.

|
H
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intense

game against 2nd New North, they
emerged with a narrow 38-34 margin
of victory.
In the highly competitive Men's
Undergraduate League, Rio’s Rascals

defeated the Monks (Georgetown base-

Men's Open

League, the Georgetown

Antibodies (a med school team) lost to
The Wave (a law school team) 46-63,
leaving The Wave to face The Choice

on Tuesday, October 4th.

In the Women’s Independent League,
Under the Influence defeated 2nd St.
Mary's 30-6. In further women’s action,
the Women’s Dorm League has reached
the quarterfinals.
The schedule for championship
matches is as follows: Tuesday, Men’s

Med-students fight hard for intramural rebound.

rallied to win 16-14.
The match ended as Georgetown
totally dominated the fourth and final
game. This game provided some of the
best action of the entire match, as
George Washington moved ahead 4-1
but was unable to hold the lead as the
Hoya netters took control and scored

KLE EL

an easy 15-7 victory.
~
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Visits Your Campus
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was

on
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"a surprise win, Apathy defeated TKO
with a startling 51-25 score. In the
points. Georgetown senior Meredith
Zatorski stopped the rally with a tremendous
spike,
breaking
George
Washington's serve and allowing the
Hoyas to rally and win the game by a
score of 15-11.
The third game saw G.U. move to a
6-0 lead, but GW once again fought
back to even the game, and it remained
close throughout. Georgetown held a
14-12 lead, but was unable to put the
game away as George Washington

by Mark Loftis

AN INTERNSHIPIN

to Answer Qu estions on

|i

game

However,

the Men's Individual semifinals; Wed
nesday, Men’s Individual championship; Thursday,
Men’s
Individual
Champion vs. Men's Dorm Champion;

ball players) 37-35 in one overtime. In

tie the game at 11-11 with four straight
:

New York University

|

by Kins Panzavelis

often.” This stems in
the fact that the home
the Hoya golfers is at
Village Country Club

a sixth place finish in the Big East Golf

as setting up practices and arranging’ matches. The team, which pre-

finals, and

get to play that
great part from
course used by
the Montgomery

&

Hipp, an area businessman
who
handles administrative problems such

Open finals, Men's Dorm

The Early Bird basketball intramurals continue to build in suspense as

te

sently consists of nine men and will
probably expand to twelve for the

:

not come as a shock to anyone on the
team, especially Chuck Loncon. “At
Georgetown a lot of players can't reach
their full potential because they don’t

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

by

:
Early Bird
Hoops Heat Up

by Cristina Del Sesto
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Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for
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executive positions for over 60 years. A recent survey by Standard &
Poor’s ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source
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of graduate education for chief executives in major companies. On
Friday, October 14, an admissions officer
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility. of the graduate
business program. Check with
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could work for Members of The
Cortes, National Assembly,

Bundestag, or House of Commons.
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ment for sign-up schedule and
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Gridders Prepare for Fordham

=

by John Reagan
HOYA

Editor Emeritus

Photo by Cristina Del Sesto

Entering tomorrow's Homecoming
game against Fordham, Scotty Glacken’s Georgetown Hoyas find themselves at a crossroads.

Hoya

uart { rback Mike

Boland is crushed by

F&M

defenders

A John Reagan

i

Georgetown Deserves Better . . . .
Arriving late to last week's Franklin
and Marshall football game, I stood

avoid Kehoe Porta-Field like the plague,

the stands stood a large, cheery crowd,
a band, and blue-clad cheerleaders
whooping it up even though the game
was scoreless. Could these be George-

win or lose. Why?
Maybe it’s the facilities. After all,
what almost-lvy institution seats people
on portable bleachers better suited to
your sixth grade j.v. practice field? (And
charges $4 for the privilege!) Or what
school publicizes their Saturday games
with mimeographed flyers hung up
that morning in Healy Basement? Or

To oh WA

~ before the stand a bit surprised. Up in

town fans rallying round the team?
But seriously folks...

Of course, they were all-on a “road
~

population that 17 years ago threatened
demonstrations in the cause of football

trip” from Carlisle, Pa, hundreds of F
& M fans. The Georgetown contingent
(about 100) were tucked away in the
far corner muttering something about
~ “basketball” or’ something like that.

However

disillusioning,

it is all too

evident at home games for GU throughout the last three years. And it’s geting
worse.
a

~ In a column last year, HOYA Sports
Columnist Jeff Scharpf posed the magic
question: “Have you seen anything

quicker that people filing out of a GU
football game?” My question is: “Have
you seen anything quicker than people

filing in to a GU

football game?” It's

because, with few exceptions, that very
few show up, much less care about this
team anymore.
Ry
Maybe it’s the students. Could it be

_ because they're 0-3? After all, they got
beat by a community college, but 1
“don’t buy the argument. Northwestern
gets eaten alive every week, but they
get embarrassed before 70,000 every
week. Win or lose, they're behind the
Wildcats. But not here. A campus

what

school

labels “spirit” as (maybe)

half the cheerleaders and 20 volunteer
bandsmen trying to exhort support

from

a couple of hundred

wayward

fans?
Maybe it’s the Athletic Department.

How high on Frank Rienzo’s totem pole
is football, anyway? No one expects us

to be battling Maryland and Pitt, but
maybe, just maybe, Georgetown deserves better than playing Anne Arundel Community College and an eight
game schedule of schools which the
average student can find little if anything to root for. A part-time coaching
staff that works plenty of overtime but
hardly gets credit for their work, isn’t

ball team at all. Either way, their
support, for the Division III program
other than an occasional Homecoming
appearance strikes me as extremely
disappointing. Alumni, unfortunately,
get badgered for money from a hundred different groups, and maybe football isn’t important on their priority
list. It certainly isn’t today.
Readers
who
are crying ‘sour
grapes” by this part of the story may

question that I have given up on this
team.
effort
ken,
labor

Quite the contrary. The extra
of the team, Coach Scotty Glacand the entire staff has been a
of love. Whether there's 20 or

2000 out there tomorrow, T'll be right
behind the team —win or lose. But I
think Homecoming is no better time
to ask the students, the Administration, and the alumni of this University
some questions: what does Football
really mean anymore at this University? And if something is amiss, why
won't anything be done to change it?
The stagnation of a rich Georgetown
tradition does not deserve another tired
excuse from Georgetown University,

20057.

/

the way to back a team, either. But
that’s another story.
Maybe it’s the alumni support. Sure,
ex-footballers support the program via
the Gridiron Club and Hoyas Unlimited, but it doesn’t go far enough. The
average alum either remembers the
“good ol’ days” of the Orange Bowl
years, or even the years with no foot-

ended up with extra-effort field goals
by kicker Erich Berringer, the Hoyas’
only points of the afternoon.
Georgetown’s running game is practically non-existent. QB Mike Boland
(20-48 this season, 2 interceptions)
leads the team with a meager total of
26 yards (1.2 per game). The starting
backfield of Greg Mazur and Jim
Halliwell have combined for a total of

in last week's 19-6 loss.

¥

i

At 0-3, Glacken prepares for the
Rams after a 19-6 loss last week to
Franklin. and Marshall last week at
Kehoe Field. F & M, held scoreless by
the improving Hoya defense through
the first twenty minutes of the game,
took advantage of experienced special
teams play in turning a punt return
and an interception into two runbacks
for TD’s. The Diplomat offense sputtered all afternoon and handed GU
two opportunities inside the 30 yard
line. But if the F & M offense sputtered,
Georgetown’s never even started.
Twice inside the 30 GU set up, they

“Ere the sun has sunk to
rest, in the cradle of the West,
in the clouds we'll proudly
flaunt the Blue and Gray.”
We can only hope. But hope doesn’t
go very far anymore.

|

only 30 years in the last two games.
The GU aerial attack, led by tricaptain Dave Ficca and wide receiver
Greg Cross, have shown steady improvement. But when every third down
is 3rd and 10, or 11, or 14, the opponents’ defensive adjustment have
made the “big play” difficult for the
Hoyas so far this year.
Georgetown'’s defense continues to
be the bright spot in an otherwise
cloudy picture. Senior tri-captains John
Verni and Alex Poulos have worked
hard to build up a strong defensive
effort. F & M, one of Division III's
more explosive offenses, was countered
well by the defensive unit. But, as
Coach Glacken must realize, defense

can’t do it all.
Tomorrow's

Hill

possess

opponents

an

from

explosive

Rose

offensive

potential countered by an always tough
defense to match the Hoyas. Head
Coach O'Neal Tutein will be looking
for leadership from co-captains Ron
Roemer (6'0"', 210 1b. linebacker) and
Charlie Spinelli (6'2'', 240 1b. center).
Roemer won Fordham’s 1982 Madow
Trophy for his performance in last
year’s GU game, with two interceptions,

two

fumble

recoveries,

and

12

tackles in the Ram’s 23-9 drubbing of

Thompson Holds Tryouts

|

in the student body to participate in
the Georgetown program, citing the

by John Graf

HOYA Staff Writer

three walk-ons and the promoted j.v.

For the first time since John Thompson has been the Hoya head coach,
the Georgetown men’s varsity basketball team is holding a general tryout. It
is scheduled for Saturday, October 15
at 4:00 at McDonough Arena.
Although there have been three
walk-on players in the past several
seasons, (the last being Jim Corcoran
in 1980), varsity tryouts are a novelty

to the Georgetown program.
Until 1980, the GU hoopsters supported a junior varsity program, which,
in turn, would supply the varsity with
players if there were positions open
due to injuries or transfers. In addition
the j.v. squad sometimes practiced or
scrimmaged with their varsity counterparts. In this way, since the junior
varsity team was open to the entire

university and held its own tryouts,

any student interested was given the
opportunity to demonstrate his abilities. Now, once again, any inclined
student has that chance.
“The coaches just want to find out
if there is any person or persons of the
team’s caliber on campus who are
willing to play,” said Acting Sports
Information Director Steve Hurlbut.
Hurlbut also remarked that he believes that there are indeed people
with talent and the personal qualities

players as examples.
However, the coaches do not guarantee that anyone of the pool who try
out will make the team. On the other
hand, there is no limit to the number
of spots on the roster, and if, for
instance, five hopefuls are good enough
to make the cut, then five will be
accepted into the program.

While

the

news

of a tryout

may

surprise some, Hurlbut maintains that
juniors and seniors should be familiar
with seeing classmates not usually
I associated with the basketball program
working out with them, either as j.v.
players or in off-season programs.
“It’s mot much of a surprise,” he
noted, “when you consider the history
of the program. Basically, they're looking for serious kids who look like they

can handle the rigors and discipline of
a college basketball program,” concluded Hurlbut. “They don’t want
anyone big or small in particular, just
good, quality basketball players who
aren’t out for a scholarship but want to
work out with the team and maybe get
some playing time later on.”

Editor's Note: For further information,
contact the Hoya basketball office at

025-4180.

i

Starcher Selected

: ~ GU Hosts Olympic Trials
i

by Bill Latham
HOYA

Associate Editor

The disappointment could be measured in numbers. One hundred and
thirty-five players showed at Georgetown University’s baseball field on
Sunday morning to tryout for the
Olympic team. Only one player was

chosen.
:
For the first time since 1936, baseball
will

be

an

exhibition

sport

at

next

summer's Olympic Games in Los Angeles, California. Georgetown is one of
65 sites across the nations which will
send candidates to a final tryout in
Louisville, Kentucky on October 22-23.
Most of the prospective Olympians
who showed up on Sunday morning
came from local colleges, but the open
tryout did draw some amateur athletes
who were more amateur than athletic.
One such fellow, dressed in white
painters’ pants and a camouflaged
Marine fatigue cap, met his match in
the Georgetown pitching machine. He
missed the machine's first four offerings, causing the unsympathetic batting
coach to bark “One more!* Frowning
at the machine, the batter connected
on the final pitch, sending the orange

baseball dribbling

back

through

the

cage. Satisfied, he picked up his gear

and exited the field.
Georgetown baseball coach Ken
Kelly and several other area coaches
spent the morning testing players on
their ability to run, hit, and throw. By
lunchtime, the coaches had narrowed

the field to fifty prospects.
)

After an intrasquad scrimmage that
* lasted five hours, the number of Olym-

pic

hopefuls

had

been

reduced

to

twenty. Some players were cut during
the scrimmage. Many, however, left
on their own when it became obvious
that they had failed to impress the
coaches.
The remaining Olympic prospects
sat around the Georgetown dugout as
darkness fell over the field. In the
opposite dugout, Kelly and the other
coaches huddled to select their Olympic candidate. -

The

runners got caught

two

players

Though

only

could

16,

in a

afford

Smith

to

has

already made a name for himself among
the pro scouts who were watching the
tryout. A shortstop since the age of
five, Smith led Glen Eld High School
to the Maryland state championship
last spring while hitting .414 and stealing 27 bases in 22 games.

reshmen crew members give th

pus two years ago. Last spring lannini
batted .420 and stole 47 bases in 49
- attempts as Georgetown qualified for

NCAA

Regional Playoffs.

Clarke;

a 5'10"

junior

The Hoyas are looking for their first
win over the Rams since 1975 tomorrow, as well as victory number one for
the season.
*
GU-Fordham has always been a
spirited rivalry, especially in the 1940s,
when both schools were in their heyday
as nationally ranked Division I teams.
In the late 40’s, adventurous Hoya fans
kidnapped the Fordham ram mascot
before the game. Not to be outdone,
students from Fordham retailiated by

kidnapping the President of the Yard
(Student Body) from Georgetown. A
truce was arranged, and both were
returned to their rightful owners at
halftime. The HOYA does not expect
similar actions before tomorrow's game,
however.

Ruggers

Beaten
by Dennis Roche
HOYA

Staff Writer

Although few people may know it,
the 1983 Georgetown rugby season is

well under way. Last Saturday the A
and B sides took on Frostburg State,
with both falling short, by scores of
28-9 and 10-0, respectively.
The A side used a thirty yard run by

Al Bozzo along with two free kicks to
stay close to Frostburg until midway
through the second half. In the end,
however, Frostburg’s powerful running
and considerable size advantage was
too much for Georgetown. The B game
saw some snappy play from the Hoyas,
but, -again, size and speed seemed a
deciding factor in determining the

outcome.

:

The Georgetown ruggers, under vol-

unteer coach Joe Falzon, started practice on Sept. 1, and have played three
matches since then. The team is lead
by their most experienced members,
President, James Gibbons, who has
played the game for ten years, and
Vice-President Glenn Helland, who

has played for six. Workouts are held
Tuesday and Thursday nights next to
Kehoe Field.
J
Rugby, which can best be described
as football without pads or stoppages
in play, is not a familiar sport to most
Americans. Nevertheless, the game is
played at many colleges around the

Both

Smith and lannini are expected to be
picked early in the 1985 professional
baseball draft after they both graduate.
A spot on the Olympic squad however,

couldn’t hurt.
Although lannini and Smith. were
ultimately recommended for a second
look by the Olympic Committee, the
happiest player at the end of the day
was Hoya right-hander Doug Starcher.
Starcher’s pitching has been marvelous
during the Hoyas’ falll season. He has

won both of his starts while striking
out 26 batters. On Sunday, the coaches
agreed to nominate Starcher for the
Olympic team.
Starcher will travel to Louisville in
two weeks to participate in another
such tryout. For Iannini and Smith
there will be other days to reap the
benefits of their athletic gifts. And for
every optimist who showed up on the

damp grass of Georgetown's baseball
diamond last Sunday, there will be the
satisfaction of being able to say “I
tried out for the Olympic team.”

all in the early morning.

A and B side victories.

After Run, Exorcist Steps are Hell for Crew Team

Iannini has been a star player for
the Hoyas since he stepped onto cam-

the

Peter

who ranked third in rushing, led the
team in punting, and was the Rams’
punt and kickoff returner as well.
Georgetown-Fordham will mark the
45th Homecoming Game at GU since
1925, and the 39th game between the
two teams. Dating back to 1890, Fordham owns a 21-14 lead, with three ties.

Here at Georgetown the level of
participation is lower than at other
schools. The club consists of thirtythree members, but since fifteen are
needed for a side the team often
cannot scrimmage in practice, and
sometimes members must play two
games in one day. Most opponents
* carry as many as fifty players—enough
for three teams. Thus, according to
Gibbons, "We welcome any Georgetown student, with or without experience, to come out.”
y
This Saturday the team takes on
American University at Hardy Rec
Center on 45th and Q Streets. The
team is looking to duplicate last year's

double play. "I though you meant
stay!" said Ianinni, shaking his head.

laugh.

threat

country.

Georgetown centerfielder Steve lannini was one of the prospects still
waiting on the field. He and shortstop
Greg Smith were laughing about a
double steal they had botched earlier
in the day. Iannini had misread Smith's
steal sign and got caught between
second and third when Smith took off
for second base. Instead of a double

steal, both

the Blue and Gray.
Other key players for the Rams will
be quarterback Dan McClain, a sophomore who threw for over 750 yards in
limited playing time last fall, and triple

ahead, followed by a group of six who

by Quin Hillyer
HOYA

Sports

refused to fall much further behind. I

Editor

Editor's note: To get a better feeling of the crew experience, Sports
Editor Quin Hillyer practiced with the
crew team for two days. What follows
are his impressions of what can only be
called an adventure.
(Last of two parts)
“Doing all you can” is a common
theme of crew. Sophomore Bob Gasser
says,

“Learning

to

overcome

your

physical limitations . . . and that mental
barrier” is the primary goal. Junior
Mike Greer goes, further, saying “..
.not just reach your limits, but go
‘beyond your limits—its the greatest
feeling in the world.”
Perhaps the greatest test of those
limits during practice are the long runs
followed by sets of the infamous’
“stairs.” On my second day of practice,
the varsity heavyweights had to do a
4.1 mile timed run, which Coach Forster said would have an important
effect on his choice of the members of
the Fall's number one boat. Thus, as
the sun slowly rose on the horizon,
twenty-two collegians grimly stretched.
their tired muscles.
Two members quickly broke out

found myself surprised by the lack of
tightness in my legs, until I realized it
was due to the smoothness of the pace
set by the other five. As we ran along
the canal, I could sense the concentration of the other runners, who seemed
to notice nothing but their own strides.

Not

until

approximately

the

mile

mark did the groupings change, as
some early overachievers fell back a
bit while a few slow starters found
somewhere within them the ability to
increase their pace. Later, as the leaders reached the turn-around point and
doubled back upon the others, the
runners broke their quiet concentration for the only time, to mumble
encouragement to their teammates.
By the end of the third mile, the
pain had set in. By now the sky was
fully lighted and the wonder of dawn
had given way to an awareness of a

lack of sleep. It was in this last: mile
that the dedication of the team members became most apparent. At a time
when most people would slow down,
they picked up the pace once again,
and even managed a full sprint at the
end. The leader had finished the course
in 26:15, and even the tenth man had

achieved a quite
28:10.
However, their
there, for after a
had to attack the
By the 50th stair,
sible to maintain a

respectable

time

of

task did not stop
too-brief rest, they
75 “Exorcist” steps.
it was nearly impos“run” as opposed to

a “walk,” and at the top the earth

seemed to spin. Then the team got to
“rest” while jogging back down, only
to attack again. And again. And, incredibly, again. By this time each step
was torture, an act of seemingly fanatical perserverance. Or so it felt to
this reporter, who begged off after
four sets, only to watch, amazed, as
the team did six more.
The most remarkable thing about
the scene was the sight of the early
finishers lying flat on the ground,
gasping desperately for breath, yet at
the same time managing to yell encouragement to their slower teammates. Greer ‘explains, “Georgetown
crew is a family. We see each other at
our very best and our very worst. We
go through everything together, the
pain, the suffering, the glory. If you
don’t end up close to these people,

you're not human.”
Something keeps them going. Gasser, who joined crew after football

season last year mainly “to keep in
shape for football,” but has since joined
crew full-time, said that the Dad Vails
race last year got him hooked. His
boat finished an encouraging third as
the team as a whole won the first place
trophy. He says that “the desire to get
the gold— that mystique lured me away
from football.”
Kim Crawford, who joined for the
commonly expressed reason that “crew
is the only sport you can join without
previous experience and work your
way up to varsity,” said “the people
youre with” on the team keep her
coming back for more.
But the most prevalent idea was, as
Coach Forster expressed it, “a growing
sense of confidence in your ability.”
After the timed run, while catching
our breath for the stairs, Gasser asked
me what I thought, and I replied only
half-jokingly, “I think you're all masochists.”
He

replied,

“Well,

not

really. Just

think how few people have done this
much before 8:30 in the morning. It
gives you a great feeling of accomplishment.”
That's a good way to start the day.

